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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
A type II superconductor below Its critical temperature Tc can exist in

different states depending upon the magnitude of an external magnetic field

[1,2]. For fields between the lower (Bcl) and upper (Bc2) critical fields a

mixed state [3,4] is created. Here the magnetic flux enters the sample through

normal regions in form of flux lines, each containing one quantum of magnetic

flux, $ =hc/2e=2.07*10 I5 Weber. Many years ago Abrikosov [3] showed, that the

lowest free energy is reached if the flux lines form a uniform triangular lat-

tice. Such an ideal structure is attainable only in perfect metals. "Real"

samples will always contain small inhomogeneities due to defects like disloca-

tions, voids, precipitates, etc. These then Interact with the flux lines and

the resulting "pinning" force counteracts the Lorentz force (JxB) exerted on

the vortices when a current is applied. Up to a critical current 1 the flux-

line lattice is pinned by the defects. Above Ic depinning occurs and the flux

lines drift through the sample, thereby dissipating energy. For technical

applications superconductors with high critical properties (Ic, Bc2, Tc) are

required. The understanding of the phenomenon "flux pinning" is therefore

extremely important in developing such materials. Now the important question

arises: What are the underlying principles that govern the bulk pinning?

The theoretical description which was initially suggested inter alia by

Labusch [5] and Campbell [6] suffered from severe difficulties. They described

the mixed state as a semi-rigid lattice of flux lines that interact only weak-

ly with the defects of the sample. In this picture random distributions of

defects could not cause a bulk pinning force as long as the elementary inter-

action is smaller than a threshold value. Above this value plastic deformation

of the lattice sets in. Experimentally, such a threshold has never been

observed. It has been demonstrated by Kerchner [7] and others that the above

approach is not valid in real systems but that, because of the large density

of pins and the usually small elementary-interaction forces, only the collec-

tive action of the pins is significant.

In 1979 the necessary new insight was provided by Larkin and Ovchinnikov

[8]. They proposed a new theoretical model, namely the collective-flux-pinning

approach. This theory explains flux pinning in terms of the pin-mediated

breakdown of long-range positional order in the flux-line lattice. The lattice



spontaneously breaks up into independent domains or correlated regions in

which the short-range order persists. The net pinning force on a domain is

proportional to the square root of the number of pin centres per domain. In

this sense the collective-pinning theory is a special case of a more general

theory, the random-field model [9] that has found wide use in describing

various disordered or random systems in condensed-matter physics [10].

For the first time in 1981 two-dimensional (2D) collective pinning, where

the flux lines are essentially straight and disorder in the flux-line lattice

only exists perpendicular to the fields, has been experimentally verified by

Kes and Tsuei [11] on thin amorphous films of m^Ge, tn^Si, and tfc^Si. Recent-

ly the typical 2D collective pinning behaviour has also been observed in films

of amorphous Zr-Si alloys [12] and a-Mo5Ge [13]. In all cases good agreement

between the 2D collective pinning theory and the experimental data was found,

except for an anomalous peak in the pinning force close to B ^ . An important

question remains to be resolved: What mechanism causes the peak effect in the

flux pinning.

The purpose of this thesis is to present a detailed investigation on this

intriguing question. Thereby the thesis will provide the missing link between

the observation of the pinning force in technical superconductors and the

microscopic theory. Our work includes several novel results which have been

published, a brief summary of which is given below. Experiments and analysis

that reveal the origin of the peak effect encountered in thin films (dOura)

are described in Refs.14 and 15- In thick samples a different mechanism for

the peak effect has been found. For the first time we observed a dimensional

crossover from 2D collective pinning below the peak to 3D collective pinning

in the peak. The results of these and ongoing experinents are provided in

Refs.16 to 18. Regarding the essential issue, whether the 3D state can be

explained by the collective-pinning theory, exact expressions for the correla-

tion lengths are derived from the displacement function given by Larkin and

Ovchinnikov [8]. The results of the analytical and computational evaluations,

and a comparison with the experiments are given in Ref.19. In order to fully

describe the results of these studies we have chose to divide the thesis into

5 chapters.

In chapter 1 we give a brief survey of the theory which is used for the

interpretation of our experimental results. The computation of pinning paraae- ]

ters requires as input the knowledge of the elastic properties of the flux-

line lattice and the elementary defect - flux-line interaction. The elastic ;
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moduli have been calculated within the context of the Ginzburg-Landau theory

by Labusch [20] and Brandt [21]. For the elementary pinning forces for the

defects encountered In our samples well-established expressions are available

In the literature [22-25]. The summation of the elementary pinning interaction

in terms of the collective pinning theory is given. The derivation of the 2D

correlation length is described and model calculations [26] that take into

account plastic deformation in the flux-line lattice are sketched. New fea-

tures provided in this chapter are the explicit derivations of the 3D correla-

tion lengths for samples of arbitrary thicknesses. These derivations are

necessary for the comparison with the experimental observations of the dimen-

sional crossover and the 3D state on which we report in the fifth chapter.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the experimental description of the measuring

apparatus and techniques, and the sample preparation methods. New experimental

techniques have been developed that directly reveal structural properties and

changes in the flux-line lattice, e.g. relaxation, nucleation or dimension-

ality of the disorder in the lattice. As samples amorphous NbxGe and MoxSi

films were chosen with various compositions and thicknesses ranging from 60nm

to 18um. It is established that these materials are weak-coupling type II

superconductors In the extreme dirty limit [27]. This feature enables û . to

determine the important superconductor parameters [28]. Furthermore, relative-

ly low pinning forces are encountered in these materials [29], such as is

necessary to observe 2D collective flux pinning according to the conditions of

the Larkin and Ovchinnikov model [8]. The preparation of the samples and their

characterisations in terms of superconducting and normal state properties are

given in the second part of this chapter.

Before the peak effect itself can be investigated the pinning properties

below the peak must be examined in detail. This is performed in chapter 3.

Three different pin mechanisms are found that can be classified into defects

that act like dislocation loops, voids, or precipitates. In all cases the

theoretically predicted [22-25] field and temperature dependences are

observed. From our experiments new estimates on the sizes and densities of the

different defects are derived which yield consistent and reasonable results.

Additionally, a relation between the preparational conditions, the kind of

defects present, and the resulting pinning mechanism Is given. Finally, it is

demonstrated that for all pin mechanisms a consistent description of the pin

parameters is obtained for fields below the peak and in the amorphous state of

the flux-line lattice which is encountered beyond the peak at BC2- These
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evaluations show that the 2D correlation length in this field regime is only a

property of the amorphous flux-line lattice.

The main emphasis of the thesis is contained in the last two chapters

which are dedicated to the experimentally observed peak effect. In chapter 4

we study the peak encountered in thin layers, I.e. d<3\im for our samples.

First, a detailed discussion of the possible explanation for this effect is

presented in which we demonstrate why certain possibilities must be excluded.

We experimentally prove that for these thin layers 2D collective pinning per-

sists in the peak. Then we demonstrate that the enhancement of the pinning

force is caused by a structural "transition of the flux—line lattice. Here a

mostly elsstically-deformed lattice becomes plastically deformed in the peak.

The plastic deformations, probably edge dislocations, increase the disorder in

the flux-line lattice and thus in the pinning force. For the onset of the peak

a universal criterion is derived which is in excellent agreement with the

experimental observations. Finally, new model calculations are presented that

account for both elastic and plastic deformations. These calculations are con-

sistent with the enhancement of the pinning force observed in the peak.

In the final chapter, 5, the novel features of the peak effect observed

in thick, films (d>5(ia) are discussed. Experimentally we prove that a

dimensional crossover to 3D collective pinning occurs, which causes the

observed sudden and huge enhancement of the pinning force. A comparison with

the theoretical expressions for the 3D state derived in the first chapter

explicitly shows that the crossover cannot be explained by the collective

fli;x-pinning theory. This theory assumes elastic deformations only. However,

our experiments clearly demonstrate that plastic deformations along the flux

lines, presumably screw dislocations, cause the 3D state. The confrontation of

theory and experiment indicates that the "elastic" theory of Larkin and

Ovchinnikov cannot be applied, but that the collective action of the pins

persists in 3D. This might explain the discrepancy between the theoretical

approach [8] and the observations in the technical, 3D-pinning

superconductors, which indicate pinning forces several orders of magnitudes

larger than predicted [30]. Finally, our experiments reveal interesting

properties for the plastical deformed 3D flux-line state. A reentrance back to

2D collective flux pinning is observed when the applied current exceeds the

critical value in the peak. This property is attributed to the zero Peierls

potential [31] of the screw dislocations, which allows them to move freely

along the flux lines. Finally, the history dependence of the pinning force at

12



the crossover field is shown to resemble the behaviour expected for a first-

opder-phase transition.
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1

A SURVEY OF THE COLLECTIVE FLUX
PINNING THEORY

1.1. Introduction

The existence of vortices or flux lines in type II superconductors was

predicted from the phenomenological theory of Ginzburg and Landau [1] by

Abrikosov in 1957 [2] and experimentally observed via a decoration technique

by Trauble and Essmann in 1966 [3]. In equilibrium the vortices form a

triangular lattice with well-known properties described in several textbooks

[4]. A current applied perpendicular to the magnetic field exerts a Lorentz

force on the vortices, which up to a critical current density Jc is balanced

by pinning forces. Above J_ depinning occurs and the vortices start to drift,

thereby dissipating energy.

The pinning force originates from the interaction between flux lines and

inhomogeneities of the material [5], such as grain boundaries, dislocations,

voids, precipitates, etc. If every pinning centre (pin) is able to exert its

maximum pinning force f on the flux-line lattice (FLL), the volume pinning

force F would be given by the direct summation [6] of f . Oppositely, for the

case of a totally rigid FLL and a random distribution of weak pins, F should

average to zero [7]. Owing to the finite mutual interaction of the vortices

and the usually large density of pinning centers nv, neither case has been

observed experimentally, i.e. the values for F lie in between. Recently,

computer simulations [8] have demonstrated that a similar situation should

also be expected for strong pins and small densities ny.

In order to relate the defect structure of a type II superconductor to Jc

a complicated theoretical problem has to be solved, and such can be divided

into three parts [9J:

i) The computation of the elementary interaction f (and its maximum f )

exerted on the FLL by an independent pinning centre.

ii) The determination of the elastic matrix [10] which describes the elastic
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response of the FLL to a point force. Other kinds of responses might also

be possible, e.g. plastic deformation of the lattice [11] • The combination

of i) and ii) leads to deformations in the FLL described by a displacement

field.

iii) The summation of the effects of many pins usually at random positions,

that finally leads to the prediction of Fp and Jc via the relation

F 4x3 .
P c

Considerable progress has recently been made concerning these problems- A

microscopic basis has been given for the elementary interaction potential of

defects, from which new expressions for the pinning force have been derived

[12]. Secondly, the long-standing problem of the summation of the elementary

interactions seems to be solved by the introduction of the collective flux

pinning (CP) theory [13]. The two-dimensional (2D) version of this theory

(2DCP) has been confirmed experimentally [14] and by computer simulations [8].

In this chapter a brief description of the CP theory is given. It forms

the theoretical base for the interpretation of our experimental results. We

successively discuss the main features of this theory (section 1.2), the

derivation of elementary interactions for different kinds of defects and their

effect on F according to the CP theory (section 1.3), and finally the CP

prediction on the deformation of the FLL, i.e. the displacement field. The

last point is divided into three parts. The displacement function for the case

of elastic deformation of the FLL is given for 2DCP (section 1.4) and derived

for 3DCP (section 1.5). Finally, model calculations for a plastically deformed

lattice are presented (section 1.6).

1.2. The Collective Pinning Theory

It has first been pointed out by Larkin [15] that due to the effect of a

dense and randomly distributed system of pinning centres the long-range

positional order in the FLL of a type II superconductor vanishes, while the

short-range order persists in domains defined by the correlation lengths Rc

perpendicular to and Lc parallel with the applied magnetic field. In order to

derive the volume pinning force Larkin and Ovchinnikov [13] (LO) assumed that

the FLL spontaneously breaks up into elastically independent correlated

regions with dimensions determined by Rc and Lc. The net pinning force on

these domains depends on the collective action of the individual pins in each

domain, which on average is given by the statistical fluctuation (N<f2>)^. N

is the number of pins per domain. Subsequently the volume pinning force can be

written as

16



Fp=

where W(0) is a parameter that describes the averaged pinning strength given

by

W(0) = nv<f
2> » yn vf2 (1.2)

and Vc the volume of the correlated region given by

Vc = RC
2LC . (1.3)

The average in Eq.(1.2) is taken over a unit cell of the FLL. The ratio 1^/Rj.

depends on the ratio of the elastic moduli for tilt and shear deformations of

the FLL, C44 and egg, respectively. Because c^^»Cgg, Lc is much larger tha-:

Rc. The domains, therefore, have a cigar-like shape with the elongation aloru.,

the field axis. In the usual experimental set-up the external field is applied

perpendicular to the plane of the superconducting layer. For thin films with

weak pins this results in L c»d, with d the thickness of the layer. This means

the disorder in the field direction is negligible and 2DCP is encountered with

Vc = Rc
2d. (1.4)

Eqs.(l.l)-(1.4) form the central equations of the CP theory. It is the purpose

of this thesis to show that they apply regardless of whether the deformation

of the FLL is elastic as assumed by LO, or dominated by plastical defects

[11,16,17].

1.3. Elementary Pinning Interactions

As in crystalline materials flux pinning in superconducting metallic

glasses arises from the interactions with defects [18] that locally change the

superconducting properties of the sample. The exact nature of the defects in

amorphous layers is still a subject of several investigations. The inhomoge-

neities can be devidei into two groups according to their effect on the super-

conducting properties. Most frequently defects are encountered that locally

change the mean free path of the electron. Such inhomogeneities do not affect

the thermodynamics of the superconductor as long as there is no magnetic field

applied. The other group of defects is characterised by a local variation in

17



Tc. Depending on the sputter conditions used for the preparation of our thin

films, these different types of defects dominate or participate In the flux

pinning. The observed contributions are provided by defects that act like

dislocation loops [14] (with the plane of the loop parallel to the plane of t

the film), like voids [19], or like precipitates [20]. A general review •;

deriving inter alia the elementary pinning forces f for these defects is

provided by Campbell and Evetts [21] and KrontnUller [22].

For a dislocation loop with diameter D, Pande [23] and Kramer [24] derived

the first-order elastic interaction. For D « a Q it is given by

C The FIX parameter is given by a =1 -07(ij> /B) with 41 the flux quantum and B .

the flux density. b=B/Bc2 denotes the reduced flux density, B c 2 the upper

critical field and bQ the Burgers vector. C=|i(l+v)6e /(1-v) depends on the

I temperature and the superconducting and elastical properties of the sample, u r

is the shear modulus and v the Poisson ratio of the sample. 6e is the i
:• V VO

{I relative volume change between superconducting and normal state at zero field. ,1
5 Labusch [25] showed that the volume dilatation is related to the pressure

i! dependence of the thermodynamic critical field Bc by "

(1-6)

(1-7) ;

dB 2

[-£] • (1-8)

6e =
VO

which leads

W(0) =

with

Cdl<e>

(Bc
to

cdl

- n

/2u

(t)

)dB /dp
0 c

b(l-b)2

Bc (t)B
2

;( The main temperature dependence is given by B .B2. The quantity dBc/dp plays a

minor role. Rohrer [26] showed experimentally that it is roughly proportional

to (1+at'), where the constant a is small and material dependent.

In the case of void-mediated flux pinning the nonlocal scattering of

electrons causes a change of the superconducting order parameter, which leads

to the predominant pinning contribution. The elementary interaction has been

derived by Campbell and Evetts [21] and Kramer [27] on the basis of an

expression for the free energy density:

f = * [22L]3£(T)2(1_b)v B 2 / U (1.9)
p.vac 9 La J v ' ' vac c o v '
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with 5(T) the temperature dependent coherence length. This leads to

W(0) = Cv(t)b
3(l-b)2 (1.10)

and

B (T)B1((T)
C (t) = lOOn — - V2 . (1-11)
v v 2 vac

ro o

For a pure superconductor with electron mean free path £>£ , Thuneberg [12]

showed that the effective volume for a void with diameter D<£ is given by
V * 2. D25 • £ is the BCS coherence length. Oppositely, for dirty super-
vac H o o

conductors (Jl<5 ) the enhancement of f v a c is smaller due to the diffuse

scattering of the electrons and V /V is expected to lie between 1 (JKD)
vac vac

and A/D (£>D) [20].

The situation regarding pinning by precipitates, e.g. clusters of inter-

stitials or microcrystallites, is less clear. Complicating factors are th

critical temperature of the defects (Tc higher (repulsive pins) or lower

(attractive pins) than T of the host material) and the related proximity

effect, that depends on the size, shape, orientation, Glnzburg-Landau

parameter K, and the transparency of the boundary [28]. It has been

theoretically shown that Eq.(1.9) also holds for precipitates [20], but with a

modified effective volume V which depends on the mean free path of the

electrons, the superconducting properties of the precipitates and the above-

mentioned proximity effect. Several estimates for V have been made [28]. For

small precipitates, D<5 , it is assumed that V /V »(D/£ ) 2 [29].

The strain field of a precipitate, resembles that of a dislocation loop

[30] and may additionally contribute to the flux pinning. Depending on the

dimensions and pinning strength of the precipitate, both contributions may be

experimentally observable. One therefore has to consider the possibility of

two different pinning mechanisms acting at the same time and place (correlated

pins). Using the original definition of W(0) in Ref. 15, it has been shown

[20,31] that in this case W(0) is given by

W(0) = nL<f
2> + n2<f

2> + (n1+n2)<?1«f'2> . (1.12)

The third term arises from the spatial coincidence of pins of type 1 and type

2, i.e. correlated pins. If the mechanisms have different field dependences,

it is possible to separate their effects. The same holds for two pin
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mechanisms that are totally Independent (uncorrelated pins) and have a

negligible chance to colnside. W(0) is then given by

W(0) = t>1<f2> + n2<f|> (1-13)

The expressions of the pinning parameter W(0) provide a theoretical

framework for studying the defects of our samples. By comparing the field

dependence of W(0) with the theory, fiqs.(1.7), (1.10), (1.12), and (1.13), we

can determine the nature of the dominating defect. The temperature dependent

prefactors, given in Eqs.(l-8) and (1.11), not only provide a further test for

this classification, but additionally allow estimates of the density and the

size of the defects.

1.4. Correlation Length for a 2D Elastically Deformed Flux-Line Lattice

Larkin [15J has pointed out that the collective effect of pins disturbs

the long-range positional order of the FLL. Over a sufficiently large distance

t'ie standard deviation of the vortex displacement field u(r) (r Is the

position of the vortex with respect to some reference point) becomes larger

than the range of the elementary pinning Interaction r^, i.e. the correlation

in the interaction between pins and vortices vanishes at that distance. The

definition of the correlation lengths Rc and Lc is therefore given by

(1.14a)

(1.14b)

The parameter rf is defined as the distance a vortex has to be shifted in

order to undergo a change in pinning force from +f to -f . r^ has been a

source of controversy and misinterpretation In the past years. However, we

believe that for overlapping flux lines this distance Is given by r »a /2 and
r o

for very small fields it should be of order of the vortex diameter. Recently

Brandt [32] derived theoretical expressions for rf. He found that for b>0.3

r, is about 0.4a. Independent of the actual pinning mechanism (Note that in

Ref. 32 R is defined as the radius of the correlated region). For fields

b<0.2 he derived r »c(C2(T)+D2)2 with c=/2* for defects that cause a local

variation of the mean free path of the electrons and c=/0.4 for defects that

effe t Tc locally. Considering the statistical character of rf we will retain
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our above suggestion that r =<a /2. Furthermore, good agreement with the

experimental values indicates that rf=aQ/2 even holds for low fields.

For the case of an elastlcally distorted FLL, LO [13] derived the

displacement correlation function g(r), obtaining

with k2=k2+k2 and k2=k2+k2. c66 and C44 are the elastic shear and tilt

moduli, respectively. The remaining uniaxial compression modulus c ^ does not

play an important role, since it is much larger than c^g- In a series of

papers Brandt [10] derived theoretical expressions for the elastical moduli.

For large Ginzburg-Landau parameter ic and B=n H they can be written as

— b(l-O.29b)(l-b)2 (1.16a)
K22 I

and
n2 «C *C

(1.16b)
^o k^k 2 "'tk2+k2+k2

n 1 z n
D2

with

(1.17)
\2(0)

Here kT is the effective penetration depth of the magnetic field, K the

Ginzburg-Landau (GL) parameter, <i> the GL order parameter and X(0) the low-

field zero-temperature penetration depth.

For distances |r|>a Larkin [15] pointed out that the k dependence of W is

negligible. In the case of straight FL's, i.e. 2DCP, kz=0 can be substituted

in Eq.(1.15). The k -values in the integral of Eq. (1.15) are limited by the

Brillouln-zone radius of the reciprocal FLL and the largest wavelength of the

displacement field defined by the sample geometry. The solution of the 2D

displacement correlation function is then given by [14]

<[u(r)-u(0)]2> = J^UJL- in(w/r) (1.18)

with w the width of the sample. This yields the 2D correlation length given by

Rc - rfc66Uo)?n(w/R J ' ( 1 '1 9 )
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The field dependence of Rc is dominated by the contribution of the shear

modulus. Therefore Rc/a0 exhibits a maximum at boO.33, it decreases with b at

higher field values and finally approaches zero at B ^ . This behavior close to

BC2 is physically irrelevant, since, obviously, Rc cannot be smaller than aQ.

Therefore, for fields close enough to B ^ , the so-called 'amorphous' limit is

reached where the FLL becomes amorphous, i.e. Rc/a0 reaches a minimum value of

order one, which is retained to Bc2. As a result, according to Eq.(l.l), the

pinning force is determined by W(0) alone, so that F decreases linearly with

(1-b). The slope at bral reveals the size of the correlated region in the

amorphous state from

( R / a ) = _ W»(0)/(l-b)
c o'am \ d F

o db p

where [W(0)/(l-b)2] is about constant.

1.5. Correlation Lengths for Films of Arbitrary Thickness

Up to now we have only considered the 2D case in which the disorder along

the field direction can be neglected. In the case of thick samples, when Lc

becomes of the order d, k_ has to be taken into account and one has to solve
z

the complete Eq.(1.15). The jain difficulty of these calculation lies in the

k-dependence of the tilt modulus c^. The dispersion of C44 is, in contrast to

that of egg, of crucial importance [10]. The existing theory [13J turned out

to be unsatisfactory. LO derived the 3D correlation lengths for the case of

infinite thickness. Inserting reasonable values for the parameters in their

expressions yields unreasonably large correlation lengths- Besides, for

increasing thickness the 2D solution for Rc does not coincide with the 3D

solution.

For the interpretation of our experimental observation of a dimensional

crossover (DCO) from 2DCP to 3DCP [33], presented in chapter 5, we need the

exact solution of the correlation lengths. Hence, we evaluated, analytically

as well as numerically, Rc and hc (Eqs.(1.36) and (1.33)), taking the k

dependence of c^ explicitly into account [34]. As the most important results

of this derivation we mention here the criterion for the DCO, Eq.(1.34) and

Eq.(1.35), the comparison of the 2D and 3D transverse correlation length Rc in

Eq.(1.37) and the relation between Lc and Rc (Eq.1.41).
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1.5.1 Displacement Correlation Function

We consider an elastically deformed FLL and start from the displacement

correlation function g(r),Eq.(1.15). The film is defined by -d/2<z<d/2, where

zllB. The integral over the z-component is replaced by the sum over the

possible values for k =n=5 with -N<n<N= j=- . This yields the correlation

function for a film of arbitrary thickness:
i(k x + k y)

8f(?)=I

k x + k y
cos(kE

n-N - (211)2 [c66(k2 + k 2 ) +

By expanding in cosines, odd terms cancel for this choice of z. Eq.(1.21) can

then be written as

N
g f ( r ) = g (p) + " ( ° } I [I (0)-I (x,y)cos(k z)] (1.22)

2 i t C66d n = 1

with p = (x2 + y2) , g (p) the solution in the 2D case, Eq.(1.18), and
°

. - e y y (q2+q2+2c )2
I (x,y) = — / / dq dq 5 — ^ 2— (1.23)

Ji qx V [ ( q 2 ^ 2 ^ )2+1_c2,2

where in order to obtain dimensionless parameters the following substitutions

have been used:

an " p
cn " I<
q = k IT
x»y x̂ y n
Cx = x/a^, and t, =y/F . (1-24)

To evaluate In we substitute the Laplace transform (the index n is dropped

when it is obvious)

/"dp e-P'tp cos(vp) + (sin(vp)-vp cos(vp)) + ( c p / v ) s i n ( v p ) ]

0 2V3 ( i 2 5 )

with v2=l-c2 and t=q2+q2+c- ye then integrate over qx and qy. Using the

definition of the modified Bessel function [35], one finally obtains

(1-26)

where i=/-T and z+=p/a(c±iv)'- For small z the Bessel functions are given by
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K (z)=z~1 and K (z)= -In z. We therefore obtain

The function I(p) is even in v, but still depends on the sign of v , which

changes at

n^ = ±(c66/c44)^dkh/4n (1.28a)

and

n« • ̂ / • w ^ v * • (l-28b)

Using the approximation [8,13] for largj < values

one can easily proof that for magnetic inductions b>0.2 the upper limit

n «'4N(b/(l-b)) is always larger than N, irrespective of d and kj,. Physically

more relevant is the lower limit which can be written as
1/9

nA»d(1-b) ' /(12mc\/b).

For |n|<|n..|, c >1, and it follows from Eq.(1.28a) that the partial
n —1

wavelength of the distortion field along the z-axis fulfills X =d/n»k, . For

these wavelengths the dispersion of c^^ may be ignored. Mathematically, the

case without dispersion, loeal elasticity , is obtained by 1c •*<*> yielding
c n»l,

and

In(p) = (itpkh/an)K1(pan/kh) (1.30a)

In(0) = -^la-l • (1.30b)

One derives the same result if c,,(k)=c,, is inserted in Eq.(1.21). Thus, the

terms with n<no represent the contribution to g,(r) of the long-wavelength

distortions for which dispersion is negligible.

The other limit, c n«l, represents the nonlocal case which is most

relevant for amorphous superconductors. If we put cn»0, the Eqs.(1.26) and

(1.27) simplify to

= (it/4a )exp(-/a /2) F(p/a*) (1.31a)

and



Fig.1.1 The function F(x) as defined in Eq.(1.31a). The curve follows from

Eq.(1.32), which approximates F(x) for large x. The dashed line is

obtained by series expansion of the Bessel function, which fails above

x^lO because of computational reasons. For 3<x<10 both approximations

almost coincide.

I (0) = n2/4a
n n

with z =(l±i)p/a/2
nz n

(1.31b)

In order to compute F(x) a series expansion [35] of KQ and Kĵ  can be used

for p/a" <10, while for p/a" >10 one can use the asymptotic expression

K (z)=(1t/2z) exp(-z) which for large z leadb to

F(x) 5) (1.32)

In Fig. 1.1 F(x) is plotted. It is seen that both approximations almost

coincide for 3<x<10.

1.5.2 Longitudinal Correlation Length and Dimensional Crossover

The correlation lengths Lc follows from the definition given in Eq. (1.14b).

Combining Eqs.(1.22), (1.24) and (1.31b) we obtain in the nonlocal case
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8f(0,z) =
W(0)

N sin2(nn§)

I —
n=l

(1.33)

The sum in Eq.(1.33) is a periodic function £(z/d) with maxima of about

ln(3.56N) for z/d=n±^. A plot of this function (dotted lines) and the numeri-

cally obtained counterpart (dashed lines), which includes the correction

accounting for c #0, is given in Fig.1.2 for several values of N. The

numerical result does not affect the shape of the curves. The modification

caused by the approximation of c increases with N but decreases with b. As

follows from the semi-log plots, Lc decreases exponentially. The straight

lines in the figure which approximate 2 nicely obey

E(z/d)=ln(10Nz/d)=ln(2.5z/C) • This means that gf(0,z) and thus LC do not

depend on d as soon as |z/d|<0.5. The deviations at small values of E

correspond to the irrelevant situation L <2£ and may be ignored. The plateaus

and oscillations are an artifact of the truncated series. They are completely

removed when an averaging is carried out over N using a Gaussian weight

function with a width AN=1.

Usually the coefficient of the sum is small, either due to weak pinning or

large elastic moduli. Consequently there is no solution of gf(0,Lc)=r|, i.e.

Lc>d/2 yielding 2DCP. When the parameter, which is proportional to (1-b)"^'
2,

increases because b is increased, there will be a first solution at z/d=0.5.

Fig.1.2 Semi-logarithmic plot of the

function £(z/d) vs z/d for several

values of N=d/4£- The dotted lines

represent the function as defined in

Eq.(1.33). The dashed lines include

numerical corrections to account for

c #0. The correction is evaluated
n

for K=60, X»700nm, and b»0.5. The

straight lines obey

Z(z/d)-ln(10Nz/d).
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Thus, the transition to the 3D regime occurs at

The criterion for the DCO is then given by [33,34]

o = ln(O.89d/g)W(O)

16-rekh< : * c 3/2
44 C66

(1-34)

(1-35)

It depends only logarithmically on d, but linearly on W(0).

1.5.3 Transverse Correlation Length

Rc is obtained from gf(Rc,z=0)=r| by substitution of Eqs.(1.31a) and

(1.31b) for In(p) and In(0) in the nonlocal case in Eq.(1.22), which yields

gf(P,O) = go(p)
W(0)
- 1 3 / 2

1 6 l t khc44c66

N , -p/a /2
n ]/n (1.36)

The sum E(y,N) in Eq.(1.36) is displayed in Fig.1.3 for several values of N

Here y Is defined as y=p/a /n. The straight lines obey

10

Fig.1.3 The function S(y5N) defined in Eq.(1.36) for several values of N=d/45-

The straight lines are given by E(y,N)»ln(2Ny2).
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S(y,N)c'ln{ii(c44/c,-)^ (p/5)
2}, again independent of d. The asymptotic values

for large arguments are given by s!fn~1=ln(1.78N)=ln(0.445d/5). They are

obtained when y»l, i.e. for p>(Cd)^[(l-b)/b]^. This illustrates that in thin

films the contribution of the nonlocal tilt deformations to the positional

disorder in the z=0 plane has an upper bound for large distances from the

reference point. The condition, that Rc is predominantly determined by the 2D

term g (p), can be expressed as

g g ** »ln(0.445d/?) • (1.37)

Comparing this condition with the criterion for the DCO, Eq.(1.35), and making

use of the fact that in the field region of interest k1c,
3/2/W(O)=(l-b)3/2, we

n oo

find that Eq(1.37) holds for (l-b)>(l-bco). Thus, close to the DCO the tilt

distortions start to contribute to Rc as a precursor effect.

1.5.4 Numerical Evaluations

Examples of the results for a computational evaluation of the different

correlation lengths and the pinning force are given in Figs.1.4 and 1.5. For

the 3D case Eqs.(1.33) and (1.36) have been solved and for 2DCP Eq.(1.19) is

used. Fig. 1.4a depicts (Rc/a0) and Lc/d vs. the pinning strength parameter

W(0) for d=10nm at b=0.9 and t=0-7. Parameters typical for the amorphous NbGe
2D

films are used in the computations (see chapter 2 and 3). R basically

reflects the W(0)~^ dependence. For the used set of parameters R is equal to

R2D up to about W(0)=10~7N2/m3, then it decreases with respect to the 2D

solution. This deviation occurs prior to the DCO, i.e. the first appearance of

a solution for Lc , which in this case occurs at W(0)»=10~f'N2/m3. Above

W(0)=10~6N2/m3 Lc decreases rapidly over three orders of magnitude. At higher

values of W(0) both 3D correlation lengths show a similar dependence on W(0)

as found for R , but this situation refers to the physically irrelevant

situation of Rc/aQ<l and L <2£. Similar features are observed in the plot of

the correlation lengths vs. b, Fig.1.4b. For the used set of parameters and

W(0)=10~'*b(l-b)2N2/m3 the DCO occurs at b=0.9. The precursor of the DCO in the

form of a deviation of the two Rc values can already be observed at b»0.6. The

resulting pinning force is shown in Fig.1.5. The precursor is seen as a

gradual deviation above the 2D result (drawn line). At the DCO F increases

sharply, but continuously up to a maximum value at which the amorphous limit

is attained and Rc/aQ is supposed to be constant. Beyond the peak F decreases

linearly.
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10

1.0

Fig.1.4 Plot of computed R
c/

a
0

(circles) and Lc/d (squares) vs the

pinning strength W(0) for b=0.9 (a),

and vs the reduced field b for

W(0)/b(l-b)2=10"'*N2/iii3 (b) taking

d=10nm, §=10nm, and t=0.7. The values

of W(0) and b at which the dimensional

crossover should occur according to

theory, Eq.(1.35), are denoted by

vertical arrows. The solid line

displays the 2DCP values of Rc/
a
0

according to Eq.(1.19).

Fig. 1.5 Plot of the computed Fp vs b

for the same parameters as taken in

Fig.l.4(b). The drawn line represents

the case of purely 2DCP. Close to Bc2

both curves decrease due to the fact

that the amorphous limit is attained.
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1.5.5 Correlation Function for Infinite Thickness

Up to now we discussed the situation for which nXl. For increasing

thickness non-dispersive terms with n<n. , for which CA/(^)* C/A» become

increasingly important. Furthermore, for Lc«d/2 the summation introduced in

Eq.(1.21) may be replaced by two integrals over (d/2x)/dk , one in the local
z

regime from kz=0 to k.=2itn./d, and the other in the nonlocal regime from k^ to

w/25- We replaced 2itn/d by kz and substituted the local approximation

Eq.(1.30) for I (p) and In(0) in the first integral and the nonlocal

expressions Eq.(1.31) in the second. Evaluating the integrals in the case of

g(0,z),+a> two limiting cases may be considered. The local contribution is

dominant if k.z»l, while the nonlocal integral has to be solved if k,z«l.

As an approximation for general k.z we simply add both terms and obtain

W(0)
3/2 ' 1/2
"66 C44

(1.38)

In computing g(p,0),+eo we change to the variable p(c,,/c,.,) k In the first

integral and to p(c, ,/c,,) Tc, k * in the second integral. Again two limiting

cases exist: k,p»l, for which the first integral dominates, and k. p«l, for

which the second integral Is much larger. Adding both results yields the

approximation for general k, p:

8<P'°W 3/2}- \ [p + 2k7 lTiW^h -^J-H • (1-39)
8nc66 °44 % 6 6

The first terms in Eqs. (1.38) and (1-39) agree with the expression LO [13]

obtained for constant c,,. The logarithmic terms, however, deviate from the LO

result. While the LO expression for k. R « 1 gives

L

we find

(1.40)

(1.41)

which except for a numerical factor of about 0.8 is the same result as found

in Refs.9 and 36. For a detailed comparison of the different approaches, see

Ref.34.
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1.6. Collective Pinning in a Plastically Deformed Flux-Line Lattice

Both the LO theory [13] and Kerchner's approach [9] to the CP theory

assume that only long wavelength distortions are significant. As long as the

strains are small the FLL can reach its equilibrium position with respect to

the pin distribution without plastic shear taking place in the FLL, and no

significant number of flux-line defects (FLD) will be present. But in order to

explain peak and history effects [17,37,38], plastic deformations in the FLL

(e.g. dislocations, stacking faults, etc.) are necessary. They will contribute

considerably to the disorder. The distribution of the FLD's will define a

different correlation length [11,16,17]. In case of a sufficiently large

density of FLD's this definition takes over and determines the correlated

volume Vc- Mullock and Evetts [11] (ME) modeled this situation by considering

an array of FLD loops of size Rc and Lc< We give here a brief sketch of the

way they obtained the different correlation lengths. ME used a similar

approach as LO for an elastically deformed FLL [13]. They minimized the energy

change per unit volume which is caused by inhomogeneities in the FLL. They

replaced the elastical energies in Eq.2 of Ref.13 by the line energy

[c,,a2/4n] ln(R/a ) of an edge dislocation and in the case of 3DCP by the line

energy [/c^TcTTa^MirJln^R) for a screw dislocation [39]. R is the outer

cut-off radius, which is Rc in the 2D case and Lc for 3DCP. In the case of

2DCP the energy change is given by

!J • (1-42)
44itR c

c

The second term is an estimate of the energy reduction due to the relaxation

of the independent, correlated regions under influence of the pinning forces

over a mean distance of approximately ao/4. Minimizing 6F yields the 2D corre-

lation length

R - [21n(R /a )-l] ° **. (1-43)
c c °

which essentially is the same as Eq.(1.19) for the elastical 2D case except

for the term in square brackets.

In the 3D case ME obtained [11]

(21n(R /a )-l) 4c.|c^2a2

R » c ° *4 6 6 ° ln2(R /a ) (1.44a)
c (ln(R/a )+l) a ^ j c o'
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and ,
C4_ 4 4 6 6 o l n 2 ( R

C 7t2 W(0) C °

They corrected the tilt modulus for the nonlocal effects related to the

plastic deformations. Inserting for C44 again c,,=c,,(l-b)/<2 [13] yields the

ratio

L c., , ln(R /a )
£ = C 44^r c o'
R lc,,J L21n(R /a )-lJ U-<o;
c 66 c o'

For reasonable values of Rc/aQ the term in square brackets takes a value of

about 1. The ratio of the correlation lengths coincides with the expressions

suggested in Eq.(1.40).

1.7. Summary

This chapter provides the theoretical framework for studying the pinning

properties of our thin film samples. We introduced the basic principles of the

CP theory and gave expressions for W(0), Rc and Lc for several cases. The

pinning parameters were obtained for defects that act like dislocation loops,

voids or precipitates. Furthermore, the effect of correlated and uncorrelated

pins was elucidated for two different pin mechanisms.

Expressions for the correlation lengths were derived for an elastically

deformed FLL in a film of arbitrary thickness and numerical computations were

carried out as an example. We also derived a criterion for the DCO from 2D to

3DCP and showed that the impact of the tilt modulus on Rc leads to an increase

of F with respect to the solution for 2DCP prior to the DCO. Finally, we

briefly sketched calculations that are based on a model which takes plastic

deformations in the FLL into account.

ft"
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES, SAMPLE
PREPARATION AND CHARACTERISATION

2.1. Cryogenics

The cryostat for the experiments at temperatures above 1.2 K is a stain-

less steel bath cryostat consisting of three dewars. The outer one provides a

temperature shield and is filled with liquid nitrogen; the inner two are for

helium. The superconducting coil is situated in the middle dewar. Depending o..

the He-bath temperature it can provide a magnetic field of 8.5T at 4.2K and up

to 10T at 2K. The field-current ratio of 100.7±0. ImT/A was determined by a cali-

brated Hall probe. The axial homogeneity is better than 0.1% over a length of

10mm.

The temperature oi the inner dewar can be varied independently between

1.2K and 4.2K. Two different inserts are used, one for measurements with the

sample emersed in the liquid He and the other with the sample cooled indirect-

ly in a separate container filled with He-contact gas at a pressure of about

10~2mbar. The temperature is stabilized by the pressure of the He bath for the

first configuration and by an electronic temperature controller with a field

independent capacitance sensor in the second case. Both sample holders are

equipped with calibrated platinum, germanium and/or carbon-glass thermometers,

and a Hall probe for the magnetic field measurements. All sensors are placed

in the sample holder, a copper cylinder of 35mm diameter and 15mm height. In

order to reduce the noise of the various signals, the leads of the different

sensors and of the current and voltage contacts on the sample are pair-wise

twisted together and placed in stainless steel capillaries. Additionally the

thermal voltage on the voltage leads is minimized by using non-interrupted

copper leads from the contacts on the sample to the plug at room temperature.

Generally, pressure contacts were used. In order to avoid Joule heating for

some experiments superconducting current leads were directly soldered onto the

sample.
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One series of experiments was carried out below IK in a cryostat provided

with a 3He-^He dilution refrigerator that is fully described in Ref.l. In this

cryostat a magnetic field up to 6T was available. Due to the Joule heating the

current was limited to about 3mA at lOOmK and less at lower temperatures.

2.2.1 Measuring Techniques

The motion of a FLL induced by an applied electric current causes a time-

averaged macroscopic electric field according to Faraday's law. For the under-

lying geometry, a standard four-probe technique was used (inset of Fig.2.1),

this results in a longitudinal resistive voltage. The critical current Ic can

be defined in two ways, either as the current value at which a noazero voltage

can first be detected (we used a criterion of l|iV over a sample length of

~6mm) or by extrapolating the linear part of the V-I curve to zero voltage

(see Fig.2.1).

We also distinguish between two different methods to measure Ic in an

applied magnetic field. In the current sweep (CS) method we keep the temper-

ature and magnetic field at a constant value and measure the V-I curve. From

this curve not only the values for Ic and the flow resistance can be obtained,

but it also gives insight into structural relaxation processes of the FLL. In

the constant voltage (CV) method the voltage remains constant, usually at

the l(iV-voltage criterion, and the temperature or the external field can be

varied while I is measured. History dependences of the pinning force, which

have their origin in the structure of the unrelaxed FLL, can be immediately

determined in this way.

2.2.2 Variation of the Angle between Current and Field

The dependence of several pinning properties on the sample thickness

provides crucial information on the state of the FLL. For the experimental

observation of these features samples with similar superconducting properties

but different thicknesses are necessary. In some cases this can be achieved by

sputtering a series of samples under the same conditions. In other cases,

where slight variation of the sample properties play an important role, we

used another method.

By mounting a sample at different angles with respect to the external

field the effective thickness deff can be increased. Fig.2.2 shows the two

possibilities we utilized. In (a) the angle between the applied current and

the field direction is changed. In this case the Lorentz force is reduced by
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Fig.2.1 Schenatical drawing of a V-I curve. The critical current is either

defined by a voltage criterion (Ic) or by the extrapolation of the

linear part of the curve to zero voltage (!<.')• The V-I curves are

obtained by a standard four-probe technique, schematically shown i1

the inset. B, I, and V denote the applied field, current and measure.'

voltage.

Fig.2-2 Schematical drawings of the two tilted-mounting configurations of the

sample defining the angle a.

sin a and the experimental value for the pinning force is given by

Fp - \t x 3J - IcB/deffw (2.1)

with d ,-d/sinoc. Not only the thickness but also the effective distance
eff
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between the voltage contacts is affected and, therefore, the voltage criterion

has to be adapted accordingly by a factor sino. In the other experimental set-

up, Fig.2.2b , the angle a is defined by the angle between the applied field

and the direction that is associated with the width of the sample. In this

case J is perpendicular to B, i.e. F =J B. The current density is obtained

from ^/(deffWgff) with weff=w sina. The changes of the thickness in both

cases and of the width in the second case can also be used for the evaluation

of the correlation lengths. A discussion of the applicability of this method

will be given in Ref.2. In chapter 4 and 5 this technique is used for

detecting the dimensionality of the CP in the different field regimes.

2.3. Automation

The experimental set-up is automated, using a personal computer. The ;'

computer controls the magnetic field and the current through the sample and

reads the voltage and the temperature. It stores the output data on a floppy ';

disk, after which the experimental results can be further evaluated on other ';'
ri

computer systems. The in- and output transfer is realised via standard IEEE J

procedures. The dc current is provided by a calibrated current source with an \

output noise less than lOOppm and a reaction time of about lms. The dc voltage |

is measured by a digital nanovolt meter with a resolution down to 10nV. The

power supply of the 8.5 Tesla magnet is controlled via a 12 bit DA converter. ;

The resulting Hall voltage is measured by a digital microvolt meter, which can ! j -

also be used for measuring the resistance of the different available thermo- \}

meters. Software routines [3] are developed to allow CS and CV measurements, '

as well as resistive voltage versus temperature or field measurements. [
if:

Interrupt procedures provide the possibility for manual changes of all ..'

parameters or a switch-over to a complete manual controle of the experiment.

2.4. Sample Preparation |><

Among all the modern thin-film deposition techniques, high-frequency (rf)

sputtering [4] occupies a special position. Sputtered films are characterised

by a dense and homogeneous structure and large bonding strengths. Further

advantages are the reproducibility of the composition, structure and thickness

of the layers. The great variety of sputter procedures allows a controlled

deposition of metals, insulators and compounds that can include reactive

gases.

Fig. 2.3 displays schematical drawings of cathode (Fig.2.3a) and high-rate
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Fig.2.3 Schematical drawings of a cathode (a) and a magii^tron (b) sputter

device. (A) permanent magnet, (B) target, (C) electrons, (D) ionized

sputtergas, (E) removed target atoms, (F) substrate, and (G)

substrate holder. The bended arrows located at the target in (b)

symbolize the magnetic field lines of the permanent magnet.

or magnetron (Fig.2.3b) sputter devices. Typically, the target, a plate of the

material to be deposited or a composition of materials from which a film is to

be synthesized, is connected to the rf-voltage supply. The substrate holder

faces the target; it may be grounded, floating, biased (i.e. non-zero

substrate voltage), heated, cooled (water or liquid nitrogen) or some combi-

nation of these. An (inert-) gas is introduced to provide a medium in which a

glow discharge can be initiated and maintained. Once the plasma is ignited the

relatively immobile gas ions and the high electron density at the target,

which is small compared with the grounded parts, provide a negative dc

potential at the cathode. This potential is maintained by a capacitance in the

rf circuit. It acts as an accelerating voltage for the positive ions, which

bombard the surface of the target. If the transfered momentum of the ions is

large enough, target atoms are removed and are able to condense on the

substrate. There are, in addition, other particles (secondary electrons and

Ions, desorbed gases) and radiation (photons, X-rays) produced at the target,

all of which may affect the film properties.

In the high-rate or magnetron sputtering process (see Fig.2.3b) the plasma

is concentrated at the cathode. The additional magnetic field of the permanent
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magnets situated behind the target causes the electrons to stay In cycloidal

paths In front of the target. Thus the density of the electrons as well as the

number of Ionized gas atoms are substantially increased. This leads to an

increase of the sputter rate, which depending on the sputter conditions can be

larger by a factor 5 to 10. Furthermore, the density of the secondary

electrons hitting the substrate is substantially decreased. In our case

typical values for the temperature of an uncooled substrate lie between 300

and 500°C for conventional rf sputtering at a dc voltage between 1 and 5 kV

and between 50 and 250°C for magnetron rf sputtering with a typical dc voltage

between 0.3 and 0.8 kV.

For the deposition of our samples either a sputter system at the

Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium (KOL) in Leiden or a sputter device located at

the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York was used.

Saphire or Si wavers serve as substrates. During deposition they were in good

thermal contact with the substrate backing plate, which was cooled either by

liquid nitrogen or water. Arc-melted and composite targets have been used. The

sputter gas, high-purity argon or krypton, has been further cleansed by a gas

purifier. Prior to the deposition of the film, a cleaning process of the

target and the substrate by presputtering or Ion etching has always been

applied. By doing so, impurities are removed that could otherwise affect the

purity and the bonding of the sample. The sample geometry is achieved either

by using a mask during the deposition or by applying photo-lithography.

Usually, widths between 1 and 4 mm were chosen.

The properties of the samples are strongly Influenced by the particular

sputter parameters. For instance, a change of the target voltage or the

pressure of the sputter gas not only changes the sputter rate but also affects

the concentrational composition of the resulting layer. The temperature of the

substrate during deposition also plays an important role. Crystallisation of

the sample occurs when the temperature is too high [3], but in the case of too

low a temperature impurities are gettered by the substrate, and they can also

affect the quality of the sample. For the preparation of our thin films we

always used similar sputter parameters for which typical values are given in

Table 2.1. The only essential difference in the sputter conditions is given by

the substrate voltage which partially removes some of the atoms In the freshly t\

deposited layer. We choose values varying from 0V to 200V for the different /

samples. This caused a change of the composition of a-Nb Ge films sputtered -:"

from the same target from x=1.87 for 0V bias to x»3.74 for 150V bias. This ]?
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voltage change also affects the impurity concentration and spatial variation

of the alloy composition. With increasing substrate voltage more of the

impurities, which are adsorbed by the film, are subsequently removed. Further-

more, there are indications (see chapter 3) that large-scale fluctuations in

the chemical concentration are diminished. From this point of view, an

increase of the substrate voltage yields more homogeneous and purer samples.

However, there is also a competing effect, which is thoroughly studied in

Ref.5. With increasing substrate voltage the amount of the sputtergas, which

is included in the sample, increases. In the case of Ar as sputtergas, the

formation of Ar clusters in the film has been observed [5]. This occurs in our

case above a substrate voltage of about 100V, which corresponds to about 4at.%

Ar-inclusion in the sample. The Ar bubbles affect the superconducting and

especially the pinning properties of the film.

2.5. Sample Characterization

For the analysis of the compositional and structural properties of our

samples three different techniques have been applied, viz. electron microprobe

analysis, large-angle X-ray scattering and transmission electron microscopy

(TEM). No traces of microcrystalline structures could be detected within the

experimental resolution of 1 vol. % for X-ray scattering and lnm for TEM.

However, Ar-inclusions were observed [5] in an amount that increased with the

sputtersystem

sputtermethod

target

substrate coding

initial pressure

sputtergas and pressure

target voltage

substrate voltage

sputterrate

samples

KOL, Leiden IBM, Yorktown

conventional (magnetron) rf conventional rf

composite

water or liquid nitrogen

~2«10"7mbar

Ar, 10~2mbar

2kV (O.3kV)

OV-200V

O.27nm/s (1.25nm/s)

8-21

arc melted

liquid nitrogen

<5xlO"8mbar

Kr, 10~2mbar

2.3kV

40V-60V

0.5nm/s

1-7

Table 2.1 Typical sputter conditions used for the preparation of our sample



substrate voltage. The composition of some of the samples has been determined

by electron microprobe analysis and is given in Table 2.2 by the numbers

without brackets.

2.5.1 Superconducting properties

a-NbxGe and a-MoxSi are weak-coupling type II superconductors in the

extreme dirty limit [6]. This feature enables us to derive the charac-

teristical superconducting parameters from well-known theoretical expressions

[7]. The only experimental quantities needed are the critical temperature Tc>

the residual resistivity p , and the slope of the upper critical field vs

temperature at Tc denoted by -dBc2/dTL_T .They strongly depend on the compo-

sition of the sample. Fig.2.4 provides a plot of Tc vs the Ge concentration of

the samples for which the composition has been measured. T is defined by the

4-
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Fig.2.4 Plot of Tc vs the Ge concentration for Mb Ge films sputtered simul-

taniously at zero-volt bias (O) and individually under various

conditions. For samples taken from Ref.5 (A) the bias voltage is

given. Additional samples (•: sputtered with Ar on a watercooled

substrate and k: sputtered with Kr on a liquid nitrogen cooled

substrate) are denoted by the sample number. The inset shows a

schematical drawing of p vs t»T/Tc and how Tc,

obtained.

AT and p are
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2O 30 40

at.%, Ge

Fig.2.5 Plot of pQ vs the Ge concentration for NbxGe films sputtered simul-

taneously at zero-volt bias (open circles) and individually (closed

symbols) under various conditions. The numbers correspond with the

sample numbers (see Table 2.1 and 2.2). The dashed line is a guide

for the eye. It connects the values obtained for the simultaneously

sputtered series.

temperature obtained by linearly extrapolating the resistance at the supercon-

ducting transition to zero (see inset of Fig.2.4). The data denoted by the

open circles in Fig.2.4 is obtained from a series of samples sputtered simul-

taneously with grounded substrate [3]. The Tc values of these samples lie on

the dashed line. For Ge concentrations larger than 30% Tc is about 3K; at

lower concentrations it increases up to about 4.4K at 15at.% Ge. In addition,

Tc values are given for films, sputtered under various conditions, for which

the composition is known. These values also follow the dashed line. The effect

of absorbed Ar is a slight decrease of Tc with increasing Ar concentration

[5]. For samples sputtered at a moderate substrate voltage we can use the Tc

values as an Indication for the Ge concentration. The concentrations obtained

this way are given in Table 2.2 and are marked by brackets.

In Fig.2.5 the residual resistance pQ is plotted vs the Ge concentration

for the same set of samples. The simultaneously sputtered samples (open

circles) show an increase of p from 1.55uQm at 15at.% Ge to 2.1uQm at 30at.%
o

Ge. Above this concentration p stays constant. The individually sputtered
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films (closed symbols) show a similar behaviour, but deviate fre i the dashed

line by less than ±0.12|iQm.

A survey of the experimental and the evaluated parameters of our samples

on which we report in the next chapters is provided in Table 2.2. The tran-

sition width AT is defined as the temperature difference between 10% and 90%
c

of the normal-state resistance (see inset of Fig.2.4). ATc provides an indi-

cation of the homogeneity of the sample on the length scale of the BCS

coherence length % • As follows from the table it is smallest for samples

sputtered without substrate voltage. The temperature coefficient of the
resistance — ^ , which is not given in the table, provides an indication of

P dTP
the disorder0 in the sample. It is found to be about -l for all films.

Together with the value for p this may serve as a further indication of the

amorphousness in our layers, K, t, and \ are about 60, 7nm, and 700nm for the

Nb Ge films and 65, 4.7nm, and 500nm for MoxSi. The values found for dBc2/dT

at Tc lie between -1.6 and -2.1T/K for all samples. Bc(0) is about 50mT for

Nb Ge and lOOmT for Mo^Si.

sample compo£

No.

! I NbxCe,
2'i
3
4
5
63

73

a
9
10

u
12
13

14
', 15
• 1 6

17
C 18

19

* 20 Ho_Sl,
21 "X

it ion,x

(3.8)
(3.5)
(3.5)
3.7
(3.1)
(2.5)
(2.9)

5.0
3.9
(3.8)

2.7
(2.6)
(2.6)

4.7
(2.9)
(3.4)
(3.6)
(1-9)
(3.5)

~4
~4

Bias

(V)

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

60
90
80

0
0
0

200
190
160
200
160
200

60
45

d

(lim)

2.92
1.24
0.62
0.46
0.17
0.093
0.06

17.95
7.9
1.63

15.3
1.25
0.63

11.0
8.2
5.4
5.4
1.4
0.59

0.4
4.7

Tc
(K)

4.15
3.81
3.86
4.00
3.49
3.00
3.32

4.30
3.42
4.10

3.19
3.18
3.18

4.22
3.39
3.70
3.96
2.93
3.78

7.16
7.28

<«K>

170
71
10
12
12
17
40

28
50
45

5
4
k

35
60
45
70
50
45

60
80

(

1
I
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2

2
2
1

1
2
1
2
2.
1.

1
1.

o

MSa)

.65

.65

.64

.66

.63

.79

.62

.62
90
14

10
12
94

63
01
98
00
15
88

70
57

-dBc2/dT T-T
(T/K) c

1.83
1.67
2.04
1.97
1.39
1.61
1.33

2.01
1.96
1.71

1.63
1.62
1.70

2.01
1.92
2.02
2.08
1.91
1.78

2.03
2.18

K

61
57
65
64
53
58
52

65
67
70

65
64
63

62
69
70
71
72
65

65
66

5(0)

(•«•)

6.5
7.3
6.5
6.4
8.2
8.6
8.6

6.1
7.0
6.7

7.9
8.0
7.8

6.3
7.1
6.7
6.4
7.7
7.0

4.8
4.6

HO)

(Mi)

0.65
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.72
0.82
0.73

0.63
0.78
0.77

0.85
0.76
0.81

0.64
0.81
0.77
0.74
0.90
0.74

0.51
0.49

Bc(0)

(nT)

52
44
50
50
37
32
35

57
40
42

33
36
35

55
38
43
46
32
42

89
99

1 see Ref.8
3 see Ref.9.

Table 2.2 Properties of the amorphous NbxGe and MoxSi samples
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Braunschweig, 1984) p.181.

ft
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COLLECTIVE FLUX PINNING IN THE
ELASTIC AND AMORPHOUS LIMIT

3.1. Introduction

An example of typical V-I curves is given in Fig.3.1. The curves are

labeled by the reduced field values b=B/Bc2 at which they are recorded and

each curve is shifted by a vertical voltage offset. The 1-uV criterion

defining the critical current Ic is denoted by the crosses. All curves show

the same features. Below Ic no voltage can be detected, and above Ic a linear

voltage-current behaviour known as the flux-flow regime is approached. At the

critical current a transition region exists such that Ic cannot be sharply

defined. It has been shown [1], however, that the characteristic pinning

features are not influenced by this ambiguity.

' 1.02 /
0 98 /

0 95

0 B6

0 79

0 65

0 U

0 30

b = 013 |

' ! I

/ ,

/ / /
/ / /

/ . /

/ /

/ X T
- ^ OlmV

0 0.1 0.3 0.40.2

I (mAl

Fig.3.1 Representative examples of V-I curves for sample 5 at t=0.6. The

curves are labeled by the reduced field b»B/Bc2 at which they were

recorded* Every curve is shifted by a vertical offset. The crosses

denote the 1-uV criterion for Ic.



The pinning force per unit volume is obtained from the critical current

by F =|B X3 |. Fig.3.2a depicts the Fp values obtained for sample 5 at t=0.6.

It shows the typical features of a weak-pinning, thin film. First, Fp

increases gradually with b, then at large fields a peak is observed followed

by a linear decrease above bp. It has been shown in Ref.l that 2DCP, according

to the LO theory [2], is present below the onset of the peak which is denoted

Fig.3.2 Plot of F (a) and Rc/aQ (b) vs b for sample 5 at t-0.6. The solid

line in (a) represents the 2DCP fit, the arrows denote the onset of

the peak b g T and b_ defined by the maximum value of F_. In (b) the

functional dependence of c66 (dashed line) on b is given.
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by b g T (see also section 4.2.1). By iteratively using Eq.(l.l) and (1.19) with 1

V =dR2 and Brandt's expression for the elastic shear modulus Cgg in the large

K limit [3], Eq.(1.16a), we obtain Rc and W(0) from F for b<bgT. Since we do

not know a priori what causes the pinning in our samples, we insert for W(0)

the various possibilities discussed in section 1.3. For the data given in r.

Fig.3.2a, W(0)«b(l-b)2 is obtained which is the same field dependence as i ;

derived for dislocation-loop pinning, Eq.(1.7). From the proportionality ;

constant W(0) can be computed for all fields [4]. Inserting W(0) into the ^

expression for R , Eq.(1.19), gives the 2DCP fit indicated by the drawn line •>'

in Fig.3.2a. Obviously, there is good agreement between this fit and the \

experiment up to bgj. Above bgT they diverge, the experimental data increase

stronger than the theoretical curve, which is roughly proportional to

bV(l-0-29b). Knowing W(0) one can derive Rc from the experimental data for F

[1,4]. A typical curve of Rc/ao values obtained in this way is shown in

Fig.3.2b. R
c/a Q is inversely proportional to the relative displacement pe. -

flux line and, therefore, reflects the functional dependence of the shear

modulus on b, depicted by the dashed line in Fig.3.2b. The positional disorder C

increases for both small and large values of b. Above b the FLL gradually ',
l?

becomes amorphous. The slope of Rc/aQ vs b decreases and above b^O^S Rc/a0
 l|

stays constant, in this case at about 1.8. |'

From the above-described features we can distinguish three different j

field regimes:

- For b<bgT 2DCP is observed [1,4] according to the LO theory. The

experimental data are described by the 2DCP fit. '

- Between bg^ and b_ the experimental F values are substantially larger than ;

the values predicted by the theory.

- Above b the pinning force decreases. Evaluating Rc/a0 shows that the

amorphous limit is encountered with Rc/a0 of order 2 (see section 3.3.).

In this chapter we restrict ourselves to a description of the results

obtained below bg^ and above b . We will show that different types of pinning

mechanisms can be present in our samples corresponding to the different

preparational conditions. Estimates of the defect properties, e.g. sizes and V

densities, and experimental indications for the nature of the defects are ;

given. Finally, the consistency between the pin properties determined below 11

b g T and in the amorphous limit Is demonstrated. '
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3.2-1 Collective Flux Pinning by Quasldlslocatlon Loops

Flux pinning in a-Nb^Ge and a-Ifĉ Si has been attributed to the effect of

quasidislocation loops [1]. Recently, it has been shown, that depending on the

preparational conditions, additional contributions can be observed which are

due to argon bubbles with void-like pin properties [5] or to defects that act

like precipitates [6].

In this section we deal with the samples 1 to 10 (NbGe) and 20, 21 (MoSi)

[7] that show only one pinning mechanism, namely pinning by quasidislocation

loops. Fig.3.3 shows the data of sample 2 measured at temperatures starting

from 0.04TC up to about Tc. The inset of Fig.3.3a depicts the field dependence

of W(0) for different temperatures. We obtain W(0)«b(l-b)2 which is

characteristic for quasidislocation-loop pinning, Eq.(1.7). The values for C ^

can be obtained from this plot. Inserting Eq.(1.7) into the expressions for F

and Rc yields

* w»~dn
(3.1)

O O.5
b=B/BC2

Fig.3.3 Plot of Fp/Fp (0.4) (a), W(0)/b(l-b)
2 (inset of (a)), and Rc/ao (b)

vs b of sample 2. The different temperatures are denoted by plusses

(t-0.04), diamonds (t-0.23), circles (t-0.54), crosses (t-0.75), and

triangles (t-0.88). The solid line in (a) represents the 2DCP

theory. The fit parameters Cdl(t) correspond to the dashed lines in

the inset of figure (a).
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Since ln*(w/Rc) hardly depends on t, we can separate an only temperature-

dependent term from a field-dependent contribution to F . By plotting the

reduced pinning force Fp/Fp(b»0.4) vs b, all curves should scale according to

the 2DCP fit up to b S T < Fig.3.3a shows this behaviour for the experiments on

sample 2 at different temperatures. Fig.3.3b presents corresponding R /a

values. b g T and bp are marked by arrows. The maximum values of Rc/ao are

determined by the temperature dependence of Cdl, Bc and B 2-

Similar features are observed in the other samples 1-10, 20, and 21.

Typical examples of the field dependence of W(0) are given in Fig.3.4. The

characteristic behaviour W(0)/b(l-b)2=Cdl is found for these NbGe and MoSi

samples independently of the concentration and the thickness. The arrows mark

the onset of the peak.

Additional information about the nature of the defects responsible for

the flux pinning, is provided by the temperature dependence of the parameter

Cdl. According to Eq.(1.8) (cdl/
B^Bc2^ should have a small temperatur.

dependence related to the term dB /dp<*(l+at2) [8]. As can be seen in Fig.3.5

10"

--"-&- Cs tr a -a-A-A-fir A- A- A- A-A- A-

O O.5 1.0

b=B/B c 2

Fig.3.4 Plot of W(0)/b(l-b)2 vs b for sample 21 (circles), 10 (triangles),

and 7 (plusses). The different sets of data are labeled by the value

of t-T/Tc at which they are taken. The dashed lines represent the

values of C ^ obtained from the data. The arrows indicate the onset

of the peak.
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Fig.3.5 Plot of (C ../B2B . ) * vs t2 for the NbGe sample 2 (open circles), 5

(plusses), 6 (crosses), 7 (open triangles), 8 (squares), and 10

(diamonds), and the MoSi films 20 (solid triangles) and 21 (solid

circles). Additionally, for three samples the linear dependence is

indicated by the different lines from which a is determined.

this is indeed found. For the slopes we obtained a<*0 for the NbGe samples 1 to

7 (sputter conditions: liquid nitrogen cooled and Kr gas), a»-0.4 for the NbGe

samples 8, 9, 10 (water cooled and Ar gas), and a^-O.l for the MoSi samples

20, 21 (again water cooled and Ar gas).

The fact that for the samples sputtered under similar conditions almost

the same value of C,./B2B , Is found Illustrates that the density n and size
dl c c2 v

D of the quasIdislocation loops are comparable. From Eqs.(1.5), (1.6), and

(1.8) we can calculate n D1*. Inserting 10~1<N2/m3T3<:C /B2B ,<8xl0"4N2/m3T3

and adapting the for Hb observed values [9] bo-2.8xl0~
10m, M*3X10 uN/m ,

v=0.39 and 6e (t»O.7)»5xlO , we obtain for n D** values between SxlO"1^ and

5xl0"10m. The resulting combinations of values for nv and D are plotted in

Fig.3.6 (solid lines) together with the corresponding spacing of the defects

(dashed line), which is given by n The shaded region arises from the

conditions imposed by the following arguaects:
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Fig.3.6 Plot of the possible combinations (shaded region) of the density n

and the diameter D of the quasidislocation loops, which is limited

in the y-direction by the conditions n D4=5xl0 11m (lower solid

line) and n Dl*=5xl0~10m (upper solid line). The spacing of the

defects is given by the dashed line- It is seen that

(i) The density iiy must be large enough to yield a reasonable number of

defects per flux line in order to apply the CP theory. Taking the

unfavorable case of d=60nm (sample 7) and B°4T, means that

n >3/a2d=1023m 3 is necessary to achieve at least 3 defects per flux

line,

(ii) Secondly, the average spacing of defects should be larger than their

average diameter, which requires n <1025m~3.

As a result the values for n^ and D should lie in the shaded region in

Fig.3.6. D is therefore bounded by 0.2<D/g(0)<1.2. This agrees well with

expectation that only extended defects of a size comparable to 5(0) can give a

reasonable contribution to the pinning force [10].
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3.2.2 Collective Pinning by Voids

All samples described in the previous section were sputtered at a

moderate substrate voltage of about 50V. In this section we show the results

of experiments on samples 14 to 19, which have been deposited applying a

substrate voltage larger than 100V. In agreement with the results of Ref.5

void pinning is observed for these samples. Such is attributed to the

influence of Ar bubbles that are created in case of large substrate voltages.

Fig.3.7 shows results of an F measurement on sample 19. The pinning

force exhibits similar features as the data given in Fig.3.3, where only

dislocation loop pinning is present. The difference lies in the behaviour of

Fig.3.7 Plot of F vs b for sample 19.

The different temperatures are t=0.4

(circles), 0.5 (triangles), 0.6

(squares), 0.7 (diamonds), and 0.81

(inverted triangles). The solid lines

represent the 2DCP fits. The fit

parameters C^jCt) and Cv(t) can be

obtained for the three lower temper-

atures from the inset, which shows the

data of W(O)/b(l-b)2 vs b2. The solid

lines are fitted to the linear part of

the experimental data.
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0.5
t2=(T/Tc)

2

u 0.5
t=T/Tc

Fig.3.8 Plot of (C.,/B2B , ) * vs t 2 in (a) and C /B^B , vs t in (b) obtained
dl c c-c v c c<£

for sample 15 (triangles) and 19 (circles).

W(0), which is shown in the inset of Fig.3-7. Between about b=0.1 and b g T a

linear dependence of W(O)/b(l-b)2 with b2 is found. A linear fit to these data

yields values for C d l and Cv according to Eq.(1.13). They both are of the same

magnitude as the C ^ values obtained for samples with only dislocation-loop

pinning.

We further checked the temperature dependence of C d l and Cv given in

Eqs.(1.8) and (1.11). A plot of (c
dl/

B
c2

Bc' in F i 6 ' 3 " 8 a shows the e x P e c t e d

small, linear dependence on t2 [8] for samples 15 and 19. The values of the

slopes are a=-0.25 and a=-0.34, which are comparable to the values found for

samples No. 8 and 9 that were sputtered under similar conditions but with a

smaller substrate voltage.

The temperature dependence of C "B ̂ &h is given in Eq.(l-ll). Fig-3-8b

provides a plot of C /B .B1* vs t for samples 15 and 19. In accord with the

theory [11, 12J we found a temperature-independent behaviour.
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Fig.3.9 Plot of the possible combinations (solid lines) of the diameter and

density of the Ar bubbles. The lower solid line is obtained from

n D6=3.3xl0"29m3 and the upper solid line from n D H ^ - S x l C f 2 9m 3

v v v v

taking a mean free path of the electrons of £=0.5nm. The data points

are obtained from TEM observations on a-NbGe films [5] sputtered

under similar conditions. The dashed line represents the spacing of

the Ar bubbles.

Inserting C /B into Eq.(l.U) yields n V 2 « 3 . 3 x l O " 2 V .
v vacvac

Fig.3.9 depicts possible combinations of values for the density n^ and the

mean diameter D of the voids- The lower solid line represents the values

obtained for the case that the electron mean free path K D with V =D 3 and
vac

the upper solid curve is obtained for Jt>D with V =D2A [6] taking A=»0.5nm.

The spacing of the defects is given by the dashed line. We find that for

reasonable values of i^ the diameter D is much larger than A(<lnm), i.e. the

lower solid line represents the right solution. This is in good agreement with

values (data points in Fig.3.9) obtained from TEM observations on a-NbGe

samples [5] sputtered under similar conditions to ours.

3.2.3 Collective Pinning in OV-Blas Sputtered Films

Samples 11 to 13 that were sputtered using a grounded substrate holder

reveal another pinning mechanism. Typical data obtained for such a sample is

given in Fig.3.10. In (a) a plot of F vs b is displayed for several

temperatures. The experimental data coincide with the 2DCP fit (solid lines)
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up to very high fields. Close to Bc2 a sharp peak is observed, followed by the

linear decrease of F in the amorphous limit' The parameters which determine

W(0), and thus the fit, are obtained from Fig.3.10b. The plot of the pinning

parameter suggests pinning by correlated pins, Eq.(1.12), according to [6]

W(0) C12b
2](l-b)2 (3.2)

1.0

Fig.3.10 Plot of F in (a) and W(0)/b(l-b)2 in (b) vs b for sample 11. The

temperatures are t-0.46 (circles), t-0.49 (plusses), t»0.59

(triangles), t»0.7 (squares), and t-0.8 (inverted triangles). The

solid lines represent the 2DCP fits in (a) and the linear part of

W(0)/b(l-b)2 vs b in (b).
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Fig.3.11 Plot of (C.,/B.B2)^vs t2
dl cz c

for sample 11. The solid line with

zero slope fits the data well.

T/T c)
2

We identify the first term in the square brackets with pins that act like

quasidislocation loops. This is further justified by considering the

temperature dependence of C^j. A plot of (C,,/B2B ,) vs t2, provided in

Fig.3.11, shows the expected behaviour. The slope is roughly zero and the

values of G,,/B2B „ are comparable to that in Figs.3.5 and 3.8.
dl c u .

The second parameter, denoted Cj^ [6], is always negative, i.e. it is

caused by repulsively acting pins. We propose that this contribution is caused

by large-scale fluctuations iu the chemical composition of the layer [13J -

Such inhomogeneities are present in all layers, but are reduced by applying a

substrate voltage during the deposition. Areas with larger Nb concentrations

have a higher Tc (see Fig.2.4). They act like precipitates with W(O)<*b
3(l-b)2.

The strain field of these pins can also resemble that of a dislocation loop

causing pinning according to W(0)ocb(l-b)2. Because both contributions arise

from one pin, i.e. they act at the same place, a third term enters, which,

according to Eq.(1.12), has a field dependence b2(l-b)2. In order to obtain a

rough estimate on the magnitude of the different contributions we inserted

Eq.(1.5) for fdl and Eq.(1.9) for fprec into Eq.(1.12). A comparison of the

contribution caused by the correlation of the two pin mechanisms with C.-, then

yields:

12, 32n
dl

(3.3)
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with D the diameter of the dislocation loops. Inserting 5(T)=8nm, Bc=20mT,

Bc2
=2T, and the values for \i, v, bQ, and 6evQ given in section 3.2.1 results

in lc12^
Cdl'"'^prec'D2^ /> x l° 8 m" 1' w i t h t h e assumption V ~D3 we arrive at a

ratio of

(3.4)

We can estimate the ratio between the "direct" contribution

precipitates, C c, with C d l in the same way, obtaining

,2

of the

dl

, Irjl2
1 AT-/V-C

•] 4xl016nf2 (3.5)
prec

In Fig.3.12 a plot of |C12/C,,| (solid line) and |C /C,. I (dashed line)
f».t-v. d l

according to Eqs.(3.4) and (3.5) is shown. C c is found to be smaller than

C 1 2 for D<10nm, e.g. for a reasonable value D=lnm the ratios are I
C
12/

CJI1=0-4
a n d 'Cprec^Cdl'"°'04' F u r t h e r m°re, for our estimates we supposed that f r is

given by Eq.(1.9). This certainly yields too large a value. A correction to
fprec hy a factor (D/5Q)

2 [14] will cause a decrease of |C12/Cdl| which varies

linearly with the above correction factor, but quadraticly with the correction

term in case of |Cprec/Cdl|. Consequently, C p r e c would be even smaller with

respect to C12-

Inserting our experimental results into Eq.(3.4) and (3.5) we can

estimate the size of the defects. The measured ratio for |C /C. | lies

between 0.5 (sample 13) and 0.7 (sample 11). According to Eq.(3.4), which

Fig.3.12 Double-log plot of |C,2/C

(solid line) and C /C..
p di

line), determined from Eq.(3.4)

(3.5), vs D. The arrow marks

experimental value of l̂ io'

measured for sample 11-13.

dl1

(dashed

and

the
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Fig.3.13 Experimental values of Cdl (circles) and -C12 (triangles) vs the Ge

concentration obtained from a series of simultaneously sputtered

samples [15]. The data are measured at t=0.5 (solid symbols), t=0.7

(shaded symbols), and t=0.8 (open symbols).

gives a lower bound for the diameter of the defect, we obtain

D>1.5nm»0.25(0). C c is at least (i.e. without the correction for fprec) 12

times smaller than C^; and this explains why a contribution proportional to

b3 is not observable in Fig.3.10b.

Our explanation of the W(0) observed in our OV-bias sputtered samples and

the defects that cause it is further supported by

i) the results obtained in the amorphous limit (see section 3.3) and

ii) the comparison of the values obtained for C^j and C^ ^or different

samples.

The latter is done in Fig.3.13 for a series of simultaneously sputtered

samples [15]. Additional evidence is provided by preliminary results of F

measurements performed with different angles between B and I. These

experiments will be discussed in a forthcoming paper [16]. The temperature,

concentrational, and angular dependence of C ^ and C ^ exhibit nearly the same

behaviour, which indicates that both contributions are caused by the same

defects.
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3.3. The Amorphous Limit

In section 3.1 we showed that Rc/aQ roughly reflects the b dependence of

c66. In fact, a rather good estimate is Rc/ao=c&|. This means Rc/aQ exhibits a

maximum at low fields, which is followed by a decrease with increasing b. This

behaviour changes at bp, where the FLL gradually becomes amorphous. The

amorphous state is characterized by a constant, small value of Rc/aQ. Here the

field dependence of the pinning force is solely determined by W(0). Neglecting

the small dependence on b close to BC2 we obtain F =(l-b) independent on the

pinning mechanisms present. This is experimentally observed for all our

samples (see Figs-3-3, 3.7, and 3.10). The slope dF /db at Bc2 is determined

by the pinning parameters) and the condition Rc/aQ=constant, which is taken

to be the characteristic property of the amorphous FLL. Substituting the

pinning parameter experimentally obtained below the peak into Eq.(1.2O) we

calculate the reduced correlation length in the amorphous limit denoted as

(R c/a 0) a m. Typical examples of (R c/a o) a m vs t representing the three kinds of

pin mechanisms are given in Fig.3.14. In good agreement with the expectation

that the correlation length at Bc2 is property of the amorphous state of the

FLL, we found (Rc/
a
0)an

l32 in all thin samples [17] for temperatures up to

tra0.7, and even to higher temperatures for some samples (e.g. no.13).

Close to Tc the values for (Rc/a0)am increase. There are several reasons

which may explain this behaviour:

O

Fig.3.14 Plot of (R /a ) vs t for
c o am

samples 2 (circles), 5 (open

triangles), and 20 (solid triangles)

exposing dislocation loop pinning,

sample 19 (plusses) with void pinning,

and sample 13 (squares) with pinning

by precipitates.
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i) The effect of inhomogeneities on the slope dFp/db at BC2 and, therefore,

(R c/a o) a m increases close to Tc. This can be seen by compairing AT and

the increase of (Rc/a0)ao*
 F ° * the data displayed in Fig.3.14 the

increase is largest and starts at the lowest temperature for sample 2

with a relatively larger AT =71mK, whereas the values obtained for

sample 13 with AT <5mK hardly shows any increase, (R /a ) is 2.8 at
c c o 3 in

t=0.92.

ii) Secondly, the LO theory only accounts for the pin-mediated disorder in

the FLL. Close to Tc thermally activated disorder could also be present,

which would lead to a decrease of Rc with respect to the LO solution.

The experimental values obtained below bgT would thus yield a larger

value for the pinning parameter and (R c/a o) a m values obtained from these

overestimated pinning parameters would also be too large.

iii) Finally, one should consider the impact of thermal activated disorder in

the FLL on the shape of the curve of F vs b. The additional thermal

disorder causes bp to decrease. The peak is less sharp and the slope

dFp/db is smoothed out. Experimentally this is observed in our samples

(see Figs.3.3 and 3.7).

The increase of Rc/aQ at b^l is probably caused by a combination of all three

effects, but the inhomogeneities seem to contribute strongest.

3.4. Summary

In this chapter we showed that the flux pinning encountered in our

samples is in good agreement with the scaling laws of the 2DCP theory.

Dependent on the preparational conditions different pin mechanisms dominate.

In samples sputtered at a moderate substrate voltage only the contribution of

pins that act like dislocation loops are observed. Samples deposited at large

bias voltages display an additional contribution caused by argon bubbles.

Finally zero-volt biased samples showed a precipitate-like contribution. For

the quasidislocation loops and the bubbles we calculated various combinations

of values for the density and the diameter of the defects. These values are in

good agreement with the prediction for quasidislocation loops [10] and with

direct TEM observations in the case of Ar bubbles [5]. For the defects that

act like precipitates we calculated a lower limit for the diameter of the

defects. Furthermore, we demonstrated the consistency of the pinning

properties determined for fields below b g T and in the amorphous limit.

Independent on the pinning mechanisms and the film material or composition, we
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obtained (R /a ) =2. At temperatures close enough to T the evaluated
c o am c

values for (R /a ) Increase due to a combined effect of inhomogeneities in

the sample and thermal activation of disorder in the FLL.
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i.

PEAK AND HISTORY EFFECTS IN
2D COLLECTIVE FLUX PINNING

4.1. Introduction "%.

In this chapter we present our explanation [1] for the underlying physics

of the peak effect and related history effects in 2DCP. In the past, these

subjects have been studied by several authors and different models have been

suggested, e.g. see Ref.2 and 3. The common property of such models is the

softening of the FLL, either because near BC2 the shear modulus ĉ g decreases i

faster than f [4], or because of the dispersive behaviour of the tilt modulus
C44 [5.6]- In a 2D system only the first mechanism can occur. The question

therefore remains whether our system is two dimensional and, if so, what ("

causes c^g to decrease faster than f . In a detailed analysis given in section rri

4.2 we consider the following possibilities [7]: f

i) A dimensional crossover (DCO) from 2D to 3DCP when Lc becomes smaller f

than d/2. I

ii) A sudden increase of W(0).

iii) Local elastic instabilities cause a structural transition of the FLL from ,;

an elastically distorted lattice below bgT to a plastically distorted '

lattice above bgj. This decreases the volume of the correlated regions !

and enhances the pinning force [1,9].

iv) The shear strength of the FLL is exceeded at bg^, which also initiates a I

transition from elastic to plastic behaviour.

In the preceding chapter we showed that the 2DCP theory nicely fits our

experimental results below bo . In section 4.2 we will demonstrate that

2DCP is present in our thin films (d<3nm), irrespective if b is smaller or

larger than bgT- Furthermore, a criterion for the onset of the peak is derived

and compared with our experimental results. In section 4.3 experiments are ''.

described that for the first time provided definite evidence for a structural \\

transition at bgj. It is shown that an amorphous FLL very close to BC2 is

attained via a vortex structure in which the correlation length is mainly

determined by flux-line defects (FLD's), e.g. flux-line dislocations, stacking
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faults, etc.[10].

History effects as well as transient flux-flow phenomena [11] are

generally supposed to be related to the plasticity of the FLL [3]. These

phenomena will be discussed in section 4.3.2. Finally the softening of the

FLL, which corresponds to a decrease of c^g, is discussed in section 4.4 and

compared with a model based on a defective vortex lattices [12].

4.2. Origin of the Peak Effect

4.2.1 Dimensional Crossover

The action of many randomly distributed point pins generally causes

shear, tilt and compressional distortions of the FLL. This also holds for

thin-film superconductors in a perpendicular field, in which case, however,

due to the incompressibility [13] the compressional (or tensile) deformations

play no role. Yet there still remain shear and tilt deformations, but if both

the pinning is weak and the thickness small, no sufficient disorder develops

to disturb the long-range order of the FLL along the field direction. Here one

may consider the flux lines to be straight and parallel, ignoring the small-

scale tilt distortions. This is the case of 2DCP, theoretically denoted by the

condition Lc > d/2 [14], where Lc is related to Rc by the ratio (c^/c^gP.

Since Brandt's work [13], we known that the tilt modulus is dispersive, which

leads to a notable reduction of c^ when BC2 is approached. Various authors

have suggested that this effect is responsible for the peak effect in 3DCP

[5,6]. This might well be the reason for the peak we observe in our thin

layers (d i. 3 nm), if at bg^ the dimensionality of the FLL disorder would

change from 2D to 3D.

To establish the dimensionality one can make use of the thickness

dependence of F . According to the expressions for the 2D correlation length,

Eqs.(1.19) and (1.20), one expects, if only d is varied,

F <* d'1 for b<bCT and b=bp ST p
and

F °= d~* for b«l (4.1)

for 2DCP [15]. For 3DCP Lc and Rc are obviously independent of d. This was

earlier derived for the case of elastical deformations in section 1.5 (see

discussion of Eqs.(1.33) and (1.36)). Hence, F = constant is expected for the

3D case.
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Experimentally, a variation of the thickness can be achieved in two ways.

Films deposited with the same alloy composition, and the same preparation

method and conditions should show the 2D relationship between F and d as long

as d is small enough. Fig.4.1 depicts a double logarithmic plot of F /B2 vs d ' t
p c . .

at b=O.4<bgT and t=0.7 (open triangles) for a series of identically prepared ::

NbGe samples, nos.1-7 [16]. Small variations In superconducting properties are ';

mainly accounted for by the factor B2(t) . The solid line with a slope equal ;.

to 1 not only reflects the 2D character of the flux pinning for fields below V
i

b g T but additionally reveals the uniformity of our samples. Of particular
interest is the dimensionality in the peak. Also in Fig.4.1 the data obtained

at b (squares) and from the slope above b determined at a value (l-b)=0.013

(circles) are given. In both cases we see that F /B2 decreases with d, i.e. it

10-
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z
«° ay
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Fig.4.1. Double-logarithmic plot of F /B c
2 vs d at b=0.4 (open triangles), b

(squares), and b^l (circles) measured at t=0.7 for a series of NbGe

films, samples 1 to 7. The solid triangles represent additional data

for samples 5 and 6 at t=0.7 and b=0.4 with d f =/2"d, which is

achieved by rotation of the sample by a=45* (see also Fig.4.3). The

factor B accounts for small variations in the superconducting

parameters of the samples as Tc or Bc(0). The various lines

represent the thickness dependence of the F /B2 values: proportional

to d at b=0.4 (solid line) and b=b (dashed line), and proportional

to /d" at b»l (dashed-dotted line). The data for sample 2 are

obtained from the film before the additional treatment is given to

this sample.
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depends on d and, therefore clearly does not behave according to the

expectations for 3DCP. In the case of 2DCP, Eq.(4.1), the data should lie on a

line with a slope equal to 1 for b=bp (dashed line) and with a slope equal to

\ for b»l (dashed-dotted line). The data points strongly suggest a 2D

behaviour. Even so the scatter of the experimental values is quite large.

Especially the value obtained in the amorphous limit for the thick sample 2

deviates from the line. Probably inhomogeneities causing small variations of

the superconducting and especially the pinning properties become more

crucial close to Bc2. Therefore we applied a second method to verify the above

conclusion [17,18].

As described in section 2.2.2 the effective thickness can be changed

according to d , =d/sina by mounting the sample at an angle a with respect to

the external field. For the dimensionality test samples with only dislocation-

10"
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-110'8-

0.5 10

t= T/TC

Fig.4.2. Semi-logarithmic plot of Cdl vs t for NbGe samples 6 (solid symbols)

and 9 (shaded symbols), and MoSi sample 21 (open symbols). The

samples are measured at different mounting angles denoted by the

different symbols (see also Fig.2.2). For I perpendicular to B we

measured at ot=90* (circles), a=45 (triangles), a=60* (squares) and

a=80° (diamonds). Additional data at ct=45", defined by the angle

between I and B (inverted triangles), are given. The dashed lines

are guides for the eye. They connect the conventionally measured

data points (a=90*).
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loop-like pinning were chosen because this simplifies the field dependence of

W(0) and thus of F .

As a test of this method we first examine the thickness dependence of F

below b g T in the region where 2DCP has been proved. In Fig.4.1 the values for

F /B 2 at t=0.7 and b=0.4 are also given for sample 5 and 6 mounted at an angle

a=45°. They both agree with the theoretical expectation (solid line).

Nevertheless, a different, more sensitive way of testing the procedure is

provided by a comparison of the pinning parameter Cj^. In Fig.4.2 the values

of C d l determined for samples 6, 9, and 21 are given as a function of

temperature for different sample orientations. The dashed lines are guides for

the eye, they connect the values obtained for the conventional orientation of

the film, a=90°. For all three samples we found the same C^j values for 90°

and 45° in both orientations (see Fig.2.2). For a=30° (IiB) a slight increase

was observed (sample 9 and 21) and for <x=10° the change in C ^ becomes larg>

and also temperature dependent. We conclude that this method works well fo.

a=45° but fails at small angles when the flux lines are almost parallel to the

sample surface.

As a typical example of the experimental results obtained at other

fields, the pinning force measured on sample 6, mounted at 90° (open circles)

and 45° (solid circles), is given in Fig.4.3. The plot of F /F (b=0.4) vs b

shows similar behaviour in both cases, i.e. perfect agreement with the L0

theory up to b g T and a peak above b g T- The inset shows the ratio of F /F at

b=0.4<bgT, b=b , and b=»l for different temperatures. The symbols denote the

1 Fig.4.3. Normalized volume pinning

force F /F (b=0.4) vs b of sample 6 at

t=0.6 and de^^=93nm (open circles) and

d ,f=131nm (solid circles). The solid

line represents the 2DCP theory. The

arrows bc T denote the onsets of the

peaks. They are obtained from the

dashed lines and the 2DCP fit. The

inset displays a plot of F ^/F ^ at

b=0.4 (triangles), b=b (solid

squares), and b»l (circles) for

different temperatures.
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mounting angles 90° (i) and 45° (4). According to Eqs.(4.1) the ratio F /F
pi p4

should be (sin 45"/sin 90°)=/T up to b g T and at b , and

(sin 45"/sin 90°)*=1.19 above b . Both values are marked by the solid lines in

the inset. The correspondence with the experimental data is excellent and

proves the 2D character of the flux pinning over the whole superconducting

field regime. Consequently, the characteristic thickness dependence of F

clearly shows that a DCO from 2D to 3DCP is not the reason for the peak effect

we observed in our thin (d<3um) NbGe and MoSi films.

4.2.2 Enhancement of W(0)

W(0) is determined by ny and the square of the elementary interaction for

a random distribution of point pins in a unit cell of the FIX. This is assumed

to be equivalent to the average over all the lattice cells. In our amorphous

samples contributions of different sorts of pins can be observed. In chapter 3

it has been shown that in all cases good agreement between experiment and the

theoretical expectation for W(0) exists up to b g T <

A sudden enhancement of the elementary interaction itself can be ruled

out. Therefore, it might be the violation of the assumptions under which W(0)

appears in the theory. As was first pointed out by Larkin [20], long-wave-

length deformations of the FIX are responsible for the loss of long-range

order. These are the deformations with wavelengths of order (or larger than)

the correlation lengths Rc and Lc [21]. This reasoning might break down when

R <2a . Moreover, Brandt's computer simulations [22] showed that the concepts

of the 2DCP theory also hold for an amorphous FIX (R <=a ). However, we

observed that the onset of the peak always occurred at R /a "IS.

Finally, several experimental arguments can be given against a sudden

increase of W(0) at bgT.

- The extrapolation of W(0) with the field dependence and the constants

obtained from b<bgT to b^l seem to be justified by the fact, that such an

extrapolation yields always values R /a »2 for b»l and T not too close to Tc

independent on the sample properties (see Fig.3.14).

- The 2D scaling of F with the thickness for b-b and b«l, depicted in the

inset of Fig. 4.3, can only be obtained, if W(0) behaves according to the

theoretical extrapolation.

- Finally, the onset field bgf of samples 1-7 depends on d (see Fig.4.5),

whereas the coefficient Cdl(T) is essentially the same for these samples.

From these arguments we can exclude the possibility that the peak Is caused by
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a sudden change of W(0) at bST-

4.2.3 Topological Defects in the Flux-Line Lattice

The pinning force exerted on a vortex lattice strongly depends on the

shear modulus. When the vortex lattice becomes softer, it can better adjust

itself to the pins and the pinning force becomes larger. Because topological

defects locally reduce egg, they cause F to increase, and may therefore be

the reason of the peak effect. Topological defects can develop at elastic

instabilities.

For a thin film in a perpendicular field the criterion for an elastic

instability in the FLL due to a single very strong pin has been given, among

others, by Brandt [22]:

u(0) = Aa0, (4.2)

where u(0) is the distortion of the FLL by the action of a line force f-̂  at

the origin and A is a constant usually taken to be (2n) for overlapping

vortices. Below the elastic limit u(0) is given by [6,23]

u(0) = i- — in (—) (4.3)

where the appropriate cutoffs are chosen as the widths of the sample w and a .

For a very dense system of collectively acting, randomly distributed weak

pins, the net forces (per unit length) due to many pins per individual flux

line form a distribution, supposedly Gaussian, with a variance given by

* n <f2> ,

°f - ̂ ITd—]* • <*•*>

Here we propose to identify a, with f̂  since, if o\. fulfills the criterion for

single-line pins given by Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), somewhere in the FLL there is

a good chance to find a fluctuation sufficiently large to cause a local

elastic instability. The latter may generate topological defects via a uniform

movement of the FLL past the pins. Combining Eqs. (1.19) and (4.2)-(4.4), we

find at the structural transition

bST A [ln(w/R.)]
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Inserting a typical experimental value of 40 nm for aQ, we obtain

^c^o^b " °'69/A " 4-3 f o r A * (2-K)"1. Most importantly, this result is

independent of T, d, or material, except for a negligible variation due to

both logarithmic factors.

A comparison of this criterion with the experimental results is

illustrated in Figs.4.4-4.6. In Fig.4.4 typical examples of F curves together

with the corresponding Rc/aQ for NbGe and MoSi samples are given. The onset of

the peak is marked by the vertical arrows. The corresponding Rc/aQ value is

indicated by the horizontal arrows. We find in all cases values of

(R
c/aQ)b "15 independent on the composition of the sample. A test of the

thickness independence of the criterion is provided in the next figure. Using

the 2DCP expression for Rc, Eq.(1.19), and W(0) in case of pinning by

quasidislocation loops, Eq.(1.7), yields for the same reduced temperature and

pinning parameter Cdl:

Fig.4.4.
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vs b for three NbGe films and one MoSi sample for

comparison. NbGe: sample 7 at t-0.46 (open circles), sample 6 at

t«0.5 (triangles), and sample 5 at t»0.55 (squares) and MoSi: sample

20 at t-0.88 (filled circles). b g T and bp are defined by the linear

extrapolations (dashed lines). Independent of the thickness or

temperature a value of about 15 is found for (Rc/a^j, .
ST
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Fig.4.5. Plot of l-bgT vs d~* for a series of NbGe, samples 1 to 7, at t=0.7

(circles). Additionally, the experimental data of samples 5 and 6

*/2d are given (triangles). The theoretical fit is obtained

and a typical value forfrom Eq.(4.6) taking (Rc/
a
o>b =15

Cdl(t=0.7)=7xl0"
8N2/m3. S T

(4.6)

For bgT»0.8 this simplifies to (1-b^)"
1 d * [1]. In Fig.4.5 a plot of (l-bgT)

vs d~^ is given for the samples 1-7 which possess similar flux-pinning

properties (see Fig.4.1). Additionally, the values for samples 5 and 6,

measured at 45", are given by the triangles. The theoretical fit represents

the proportionality according to Eq.(4.6). The fit parameter is obtained by

taking (R /a ). -15 and a typical value for C... (t-0.7)-7xl0"8N2/m3. The good
c o b™ fl-L

agreement between the curve and the experimental data proves that the

criterion is verified, viz. it is independent of d.

The temperature dependence of (R
c/ao)b

 ls given In Fig.4.6 for a few

typical samples. For temperatures t<0.85 we Tlnd values of ( R
c/

a
o) b between

15 and 17. Close to Tc a sudden Increase is observed. This behaviour resembles

that of (R
c/ao)am shown In Fig.3.14, but the explanation is different. In our

calculations of the above criterion we only considered pin-mediated
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Fig.4.6. Plot of (Rc/a0)j,
 vs t f°r NbGe samples 2 (circles), 5 (open

triangles), and 13 (squares), and the MoSi film 20 (closed

triangles). The inset provides the bg^ values of sample 2 for

different temperatures obtained experimentally (circles) and

theoretically from the criterion (R c/a Q) b = 1 5 (crosses).

disorder. Close to T thermally activated disorder might become important as

well. At large enough temperatures this will create a significant number of

FLD's at lower fields than predicted by our criterion. These defects cause

(R /a ) to increase. The effect of inhomogeneities in the sample plays a

minor roTe at bĝ ., in contrast to that at B ^ , for the determination of

(R c/a 0) a m. For example, sample 2 with AT =71mK and sample 13 with AT <5mK show

the same behaviour in Fig.4.6. Another indication for the different origin of

the upturn follows from the fact that It starts for all samples at about

t=0.85 in contrast to the increase of ( R
c/a o) a m, which begins for some samples

at t=0.7. In the inset of Fig.4.6 a comparison of the experimental b S T data

and b g T defined by (R /a ). =15 is made for sample 2. Up to t*0.8 both data

sets almost coincide. Above t=0.8 both decrease, but the experimental data

decrease faster than the theoretical values.

In conclusion, we found in agreement with the model that (R /a ). is

constant independent of d, t, and the material of the sample. However, in

contrast to the theory which predicts Rc-4.3aQ at b g T, the experiment yields

R "15a . This numerical disagreement should not be taken as a severe discrep-
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ancy for several reasons: (i) the LO theory does not provide a rigorous defi-

nition of Rc, (ii) the approach used in our model has a statistical character,

and (ill) the constant A is not rigorously defined' A lower threshold for

elastic instabilities follows from the computer simulations of Brandt [22].

Moreover, Seeger [24] pointed out that the maximum elastic shear distortion of

a crystal lattice is 0.05 rather than 0.16 times the lattice parameter.

Inverting the procedure, we find from our experiments that the elastic

instabilities would be created at a local distortion u(0) = 0.047 ao.

Considering the uncertainties mentioned above, this can be viewed as an

indication that topological disorder (FLD's) develops easier than follows from

the criterion given by Eq.(4.2) with A = (2it)-1.

4.2.4 Limited Shear Strength

In his model for collective pinning Kerchner [25] argues that the

limiting shear strength of the FLL determines the minimum size of a correlated

region. We would like to place this argument in a somewhat different context.

The CP theory is a special case of a random-field theory, and is therefore

analogous to the random-field theory for magnetic spin systems [26]. One

discriminates between continuous symmetry systems where a Bloch wall separates

regions of different spin alignment and Ising systems with sharply defined

boundaries. We believe the same situation occurs in a FLL. A FLL with only

elastic distortions and diffuse boundaries between correlated regions is

analogous to a continuous symmetry system. This is one reason Rc is not

strictly defined. On the othar hand a FLL divided into domains separated

by arrays of dislocations, as was proposed by Mullock en Evetts [12], is

analogous to an Ising system. The argument for a limiting shear strength which

was used in the second case would give a crude estimate for the value of Rc at

which the elastic limit is attained. With a typical strain of order aQ/2Rc the

shear stress is c6gao/2Rc. The flow stress was estimated by Schmucker [27]

using Seeger's argument [24] to be Acgg with A between (2n) and 1/30. This

leads to the conclusion that below (R /a ), "0.5A~ the FLL starts to deform

plastically. It will attain a new equilibrium structure stabilized by the

pinning interaction which has become more efficient because of the lattice

softening.

Summarizing, we believe both mechanisms for the onset of the peak as

described in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 seem to apply equally well and are more

or less equivalent. Nevertheless we prefer the description in terms of local
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elastic instabilities because of the statistical character of our model which

fits better within the picture of the CP theory. In the next sections

experiments will be described which support this view. Below bgT the FLL is

elastically distorted and pinning is described by the LO theory. Above bgj it

is plastically distorted so that the size of the correlated regions is smaller
2

than that given by Eq.(1.19). Mullock and Evetts [12] propose Vc » D d, where

Dc is the size of the square array of edge dislocations. Another model by van

der Meij and Kes [28] yields V « D d/a in this situation. Irrespective of

the structure of the FLL, Eq. (1.1) holds; and therefore, the volume pinning

force of a defective FLL is larger than the LO theory predicts.

4.3 The Effect of Flux-Line Defects on the Pinning Force

For some values of the magnetic field the pinning force depends essen-

tially on the way the measurements are carried out. Different values of F are

found for the current-sweep (CS) and the constant-voltage (CV) methods (see

section 2.2). Temperature and field sweeps even have a more pronounced effect.

In this section we describe our results [1] obtained by CS and CV methods

carried out with the appropriate field or temperature sweeps. The resulting

history effects reflect the presence of dislocations in the FLL and confirm

the explanation of the peak effect presented in the preceding sections.

4.3.1 Experimental Evidence for Flux-Line Defects

Since aQ only depends on B, a fast temperature sweep at constant field

would leave the FLL structure unchanged as the relaxation time of the FLL is

of the order of seconds. Topological defects present at the start of the

temperature sweep would remain at the new temperature. Depending on the

stability, the FLL would then either relax to a regular lattice, thereby

locally increasing Rc and Cgg or retain the defects, if this is energetically

favourable. The resulting structure of the FLL would correspond to a local

minimum of the free energy in configuration space which is not necessarily the

lowest one. It might be trapped in a relatively high minimum separated from a

lower minimum by an energy barrier large enough to prevent a decay on normal

experimental time scales. Temperature sweeps thus provide a possibility to

demonstrate the existence and stability of plastic defects of the FLL.

A typical result of such an isofield experiment is shown in Fig. 4.7. For

clarity we have plotted Jc instead of the pinning force versus B. The inset

schematically shows the way in Which the experiment is performed. At the
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Fig.4.7- Isofield experiment for NbGe film 2. The inset schematically shows

the way of performing the measurement. After each temperature

excursion (horizontal arrows) the vortex lattice is stabilized and

Jc measured (circles). Then the field is increased (vertical arrow).

The resulting Jc values are plotted vs B for t=0.7 (filled symbols)

and t=0.6 (open symbols) in Increasing field (circles) and

decreasing field (triangles). The results of isothermal CS

measurements at t=0.6 are depicted by the dashed line. A distinct

second peak can be seen for t=0.6 at fields for which the peak

occurs at t=0.7.

higher temperature (0.7 Tc) the magnetic field is increased until the first

measuring point is reached. The FLL is stabilized by applying the critical

current for about 1 min. Subsequently, the sample is rapidly (~2sec.) cooled

down to 0.6 Tc- The same procedure of stabilizing the vortex structure is used

before Jc is measured at the lower temperature. The film is then warmed up

again and after stabilization Jc at 0.7 Tc is recorded. This measuring cycle

is continued for increasing and decreasing fields. Below the peak the J data

for 0.6 Tc show an additional enhancement with respect to the isothermal CS
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measurements which are denoted by the dashed line in the figure• This

enhancement indicates a reduction of Rc below the value given by Eq. (1.19)

(see below the discussion of Fig. 4.10), thus revealing that the structural

disorder belonging to the peak regime at 0.7 Tc is carried over to the lower

temperature. This preserved disorder is metastable, since a sufficiently

large, additional current causes the enhancement of F to gradually disappear.

Only FLD's can be responsible for this behaviour because elastic deformations

would relax during the temperature excursion.

If we carry out the same experiment between 0.8 Tc and 0.6 Tc, we observe

at 0.6 T two peaks well separated by a region in which the data points and

the dashed line exactly coincide. We also studied the effect of a superimposed

ac field or ac current on the stability of the structural disorder. The same

result as with the additional dc current was observed, namely for large enough

ac amplitudes the preserved disorder disappeared.

We conclude that these results justify our hypothesis of a structural

transition at bgT as proposed in the preceding section. Now for the first time

clear experimental evidence is provided to show that the peak effect for 2DCP

is caused by plastic deformations of the FLL.

4.3.2 History Effects and Structural Relaxation of the Flux-Line Lattice

Fig. 4.8 illustrates in detail the isothermal CS and CV measurements on

NbGe, sample 2. Between bg and bĝ . the critical current is history dependent.

bR is defined as the field below which reversible pinning behaviour is always

observed. The magnitude of the hysteresis depends on the kind of measurement

(CV or CS), on the temperature, and on the sample preparation. At higher

temperatures the hysteresis becomes smaller, while bsT~^R i n c r e a s e s (see

Fig. 4.9) The influence of the sample preparation, and thereby the number and

size distribution of pinning centres, have not been systematically studied so

far. We found that the Ar-bombarded film (No.2) possesses a more distinct

history dependence than the untreated samples, hence the reason for choosing

this sample for our discussion.

The inset of Fig. 4.8 schematically shows four characteristic V-I curves

at a field in the region between b R and bgT. Curve 1 depicts a current sweep

after increasing the magnetic field from below b^. At small currents the FLL

structure is relatively undisturbed, because the FLL "remembers" the structure

at the starting field below bR. The number of topological defects and the

critical current are small. This state apparently is not stable in a moving
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FLL, since after a futher Increase of the current a decrease of the voltage

(dashed vertical line) is observed which indicates a structural change to a

more disordered FLL. It seems that FLD's are created when the FLL is drifting

through the sample. This "current-induced" nucleation process takes place

within a few seconds depending on I - Ic, and is therefore probably related to

the flux-flow velocity. For a continuous sweep it terminates at P, where the

increasing and decreasing current curves join. Depending on the sweep rate,

O.5 09

c measurements on NbGe sample 2 at t=0.7 revealing

0.7
b=B/BC2

Fig.4.8. Isothermal J,

history effects between bR and b_- The solid lines show the results

of CV measurements, arrows indicate the direction in which the field

is changed. The data points depict the results of static V-I

measurements as shown in the inset. Circles: field is increased from

a value below b^ initiating a FLL with few FLD's. Triangles: field

is decreased from bp initiating a FLL with many FLD's. The open

symbols refer to the first current ramp for the initial FLL

structure (curves 1 and 3), the filled symbols give the Jc values

after the current induced structural relaxation of the FLL (curves 2

and 4). The dashed line represents the 2DCP theory. The inset

schematically illustrates the history effects of four measured I-V

curves at a field between 1^ and b g T from which the data points of

the figure are obtained.
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I the voltage at P is of order a few microvolts (~2-6uV). The new Ic value is

J larger because of the greater disorder. A second current sweep (curve 2) shows
1 that the current-induced state with more defects is a (meta)stable equilibrium

!.• state. We cannot discern whether it has a lower energy than the initial state {

or not. i

The opposite process can be observed if the field is decreased from b .

At b , where the FLL is strongly disordered, a current larger than Ic was '.

first applied to define an unambiguous initial condition. Starting with this

• large disorder a large critical current is measured (curve 3). During flux

flow the FLL relaxes to a more stable state producing the steep rise in the

V-I curve just above Ic. Now the relaxation leads to removal of FLD's and a

. lower Ic value measured for the decreasing current. The new vortex structure

is stable as follows from curve 4.

,' It is important to prepare the FLL structure unambiguously. For instance,

if one measures curve 3 of the inset after a field excursion in zero current

fj starting at a low field, raising it up to b , and going back to the measuring

field without establishing a well-defined flux-line configuration, one

,; measures a smaller critical current. j

i1'! The open and solid data points in Fig. 4.8 depict the Jc values obtained

! in the way described above for curves 1 and 3. They can be compared with the

! results of the CV measurement (solid lines) and the 2DCP theory (dashed line).

,! We make the following points.

] (i) below Dp no history dependence is observed; there is good agreement

with the theory. Therefore, the FLL is predominantly elastically distorted.

•j (ii) Above bg^ plastic deformations contribute essentially to the flux

pinning; the history effect is small or absent.

i (iii) Between b R and b g T the current-induced state (solid symbols) is ;'

• independent of history; it apparently is the structure with the lowest attain-

:: able free energy in a moving FLL. Such a state is only obtained, if the FLL

moves sufficiently fast. Going from b R to bg.j, FLD's contribute increasingly >

to the disorder. r.;

• (iv) The CV experiments in decreasing field yield larger Jc's than |;

obtained from the V-I curves (open triangles). In the first case the FLL moves jr?

: continuously along the pinning centres with a velocity in accordance with the •*.

voltage criterion. In the second case the fields of measurement are attained ;

in zero current starting from a partially amorphous FLL. This suggests that

for increasing lattice parameter aQ and decreasing disorder, more defects are
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retained in a slowly moving FLL than in a static lattice. The effect is not

seen in increasing field for growing disorder and decreasing aQ.

The temperature dependence of the characteristic fields is given in the

phase diagram of Fig. 4.9. All curves exhibit a linear decrease with

increasing field. Close to T the B 9 curve shows an upturn which is due to

our definitions of B c 2 and Tc as the values where p(T) and F (B) extrapolate

to zero, respectively. Defining B c 2 and Tc at the midpoint of the resistive

transition would yield the often-observed linear behaviour of Bc2(T) up to Tc

[29-31]. Close to T=0 all curves become almost constant. The large values

found for B 2 at
 l o w temperatures is a typical feature of amorphous films. It

is caused by the disorder-induced Anderson localization due to strong electron

scattering [32].

Some of the characteristics related to the hysteresis are also seen in

Fig. 4.10, where the results of the temperature sweep experiment of Fig. 4.f

are shown, but now in a plot of Rc/ao versus B. The points represent th

• 05 1.0

t= TITC
Fig.4.9. B(T) and b(t) diagrams delineating the characteristic fields

separating the different structural phases of the FLL obtained for

sample 2. Below BR: elastic deformations only; between BR and BgT:

some plastic deformations depending on the history; between Bĝ . and

B : strong plastic deformation, nearly amorphous; between B and

B 7: amorphous.
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10
B(T)

2.0

Fig.4.10. Plot of Rc/ao vs B for sample 2 at t=0.6 and t=0.7. The CV

measurements (solid lines, change of the field direction indicated

by arrows) are compared with the isofield measurements for

increasing (circles) and decreasing field (triangles) as given in

Fig.4.8. Bx marks the field at which the isofield data deviate from

the solid line at t=0.6. It coincides with the field at which the

solid lines at t=0.7 rejoin.

isofield data as a function of increasing (circles) and decreasing (triangles)

field. The lines show the results of the isothermal, CV measurements. We note

that for fields beyond the maxima the FLL at the lower temperature is less

disordered. This follows from the theory and the temperature dependences of

Cgg and W(0). At constant field the deformation of the FLL decreases with

decreasing temperature because Cgg increases more rapidly than f . Hence the

FLL becomes relatively stiffer. In general, we find in Fig. 4.10 that by going

from 0.6 Tc to 0.7 T (increasing disorder) or vice versa, Rc/aQ coincides

with the increasing or decreasing field curve, respectively. The curves of the

CV measurements seem to determine the limits of attainable Rc/ao values at a

certain temperature. During a temperature sweep the FLL tends to keep the

order or disorder originally present.

Above the field Bx a somewhat different behaviour is found for t-0.6,

where the R
c/

a
o data gradually approach the increasing field curve which

represents the more ordered state. The field Bx marks the point at which in

Fig. 4.7 the maximum in the first peak for 0.6 Tc is observed and at which for
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0-7 Tc the Jc curves for increasing and decreasing fields rejoin and d Jc/db

changes sign. This is not coincidental, since v.--> also found it for the other

temperature sweep experiments we performed. A possible explanation may be that

the FLL structure between BgT and B gradually changes from one with many

well-defined topological defects (up to B ) to a more amorphous structure in

which dislocations are difficult to define. This would also explain why

cooling down in a field larger than B (0.7) always leads to Jc values in

accordance with the increasing field curve.

4.4. Renormallzation of the Elastic Shear Modulus and Comparison with the FLD

Model

In the preceding sections we have shown that the peak effect in 2DCP is

caused by plastic deformations in the FLL. Below b S T, the experimental data

yield RQ values according to the 2DCP prediction, Eq.(1.19), using c66 giver

in Eq.(1.16a). This expression for c66 has been derived for a perfect FLL no

taking into account the effect of disorder. Analogous to the theoretically

predicted renormalization of egg due to thermally activated disorder [33-35],

the increase of F in the region of the peak can be accounted for by the

renormalization of the shear modulus due to the pinning-mediated disorder [8].

This leads to a reduction of the shear modulus, now denoted c,,. The validity

of Eq.(l.l) of the 2DCP theory is retained and 0,,/e^. can be obtained from

the experimental results.

Interesting features are revealed by the dependence of o n R
c/

ao>

which is inversely proportional to the disorder in the FLL. Fig.4.11 shows

typical examples of semi-log plots of c-^c()()
 v s R

c^
a
0
 a s o b t a i n e d f o r

different temperatures of the MoSi sample 20. Up to b g T Cgg/c^g is obviously

1. Above b S T, i.e. for Rc/aQ<15, a linear decrease with ln(Rc/ao) is observed,

0.6 -

Fig.4.11. Semi-log plot of c,,/c,, vs
00 00

Vao for sample 20 at t=0.7

(triangles), t=0.8 (circles) and t=0.9

(squares). The arrow denotes the onset

of the peak at (R /a )»15.
c o
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which then levels off when b is approached starting at a field b»b (see also

Fig.4.10) where the gradual transition to an amorphous FLL structure sets in.

The linear decrease may be interpretated in terms of the FLD model [12], which

is described in section 1.6. A comparison of the correlation lengths Rc

obtained from this model, Eq.(1.43), with the expression of the 2DCP theory,

Eq.(1.19), in which egg has been replaced by c^, yields

c,,/c,. = 0.13 ln^(w/R )[21n(R /a )-l]. (4.7)
ob bo c co

In the field region considered ln(w/Rc) is almost constant. Inserting a

reasonable value for w/R «7xl03 we obtain:
c

cg6/c66=A (21n(Rc/ao)-B) (4.8)

with the constants A!50.131n(w/R )«0.4 and B=l. The experimental values of A

and B differ from this prediction. For A we obtained values about twice as

small lying between 0.14 and 0.2. This discrepancy is not serious considering

the slightly different definition of Rc used in Ref.12. More crucial is the

difference in B. While the FLD model predicts B=l, the experiment yields

values of B mostly between -3 and 1. However for temperatures very close to Tc

even values down to -9 are found. A possible explanation for this difference

is obtained when in Eq.(1.42), additionally to the energy term caused by

plastic deformations, an increase in the potential energy due to elastic

deformations is assumed. In the most extreme case this would mean that a term

c,,(a /R ) 2 has to be added to 6F. After minimization this yields
bo o c

c a d

[21n(R /a )-l+8u] . (4.9)
*• c o J

Comparing this correlation length with Rc for 2DCP also gives Eq.(4.8) but

with a modified constant B»-24. Considering the fact that plastic deformations

form the main contribution to the disorder and will reduce the elastic

deformations of the rest of the lattice, B is expected to lie between the two

limits -24 and 1. This is in agreement with the experimental observations. The

values of B close to 1 suggest that the elastic contribution to the

deformation energy is smaller than 20%.
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4.5. Conclusions

Our superconducting a-NbGe and a-MoSi thin films exhibit 2DCP for all

fields and temperatures.

The peak in the pinning force, which is observed close to BC2, is caused

by a structural transition in the FLL. Below b g T the lattice is mainly

elastically deformed and therefore the condition of the LO theory is

fulfilled. Above bgT plastic deformations occur in the FLL. The resulting

enhancement of F can be explained by a softening of egg in terms of a

modified FLD model which takes both plastic and elastic deformations into

account.

The correlation length at bg.j is a property of the FLL. It is

experimentally determined to be (R /a ). "15, which indicates that a local

deformation of the lattice of order 0.05ao is sufficient to produce

topological defects.

History effects, observed when the temperature or field is cycled aroun

bgT, are directly related to the structural transition. They are caused by

metastable vortex structures which tend to retain the order or the plastic

disorder once present. Sufficiently fast FL motion (of the order of 0.5mm/s)

leads to a structural relaxation to the stable state.
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DIMENSIONAL CROSSOVER FROM
2D TO 3DCP

V
\

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters we described the observation of 2DCP in films

thinner than ~3(im. Our experiments revealed that the concepts of 2DCP apply

both for an elastically and a plastically deformed FLL, although in the latter •

case the theory of LO [1] is not generally applicable [2]. The pinning .

characteristics encountered in these systems strongly depend on the pin

parameter W(0) and the thickness d. These in turn govern R /a a/d/W(O)' and

F aW(0)/d at fields below b O T. The former parameters also affect the behaviour '•>
P !

of F in the 2D peak regime. The onset field of the peak bĝ , increases with '-;

increasing d/W(O) (see Fig.4.5). Such features are nicely illustrated by '}

comparing the data of a very thick sample having relatively weak pinning |

(sample 11 in Fig.3.10) with the data of thinner,, weak-pinning samples (e.g. j[

samples 2 and 19 in Fig.3.3 and 3.7). The thick sample exhibits a very small

volume pinning force (we compute a maximum R /a , at b=0.33, of ~200) and the

onset field is shifted so much towards BC2 that a very narrow peak is only j

observable at the lower temperatures. !

From these observations one concludes that the peak effect would

disappear due to inhomogeneous broadening for thick enough films as long as
i

the disorder of the FLL is 2D. However, for thicker films and stronger pinning ;

the disorder along the field direction, represented by the longitudinal •

correlation length Lc, should become increasingly important. In 2D Lc has no <

physical meaning when it is larger than d/2. But with larger W(0), Lc

decreases and eventually becomes smaller than d/2 so that in sufficiently

thick films dimensional crossover effects and the characteristics of the 3D

disorder can be studied. This is very important, because it offers new

insights into the nature and extent of 3D disorder, and thereby provides the

basic understanding of flux pinning in the tei h lologically important, strong

pinning superconductors, that has been missing so far [3,4].

In this chapter we present our experiments on thick amorphous filas that
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give clear evidence for a dimensional crossover (DCO) from 2DCP below to 3DCP

above the crossover field bj.Q [5]. The DCO is accompanied by a dramatic

increase of the bulk pinning force, which is related to a collapse of the size

of the correlated regions. This behaviour yields the first indication that in

3D the FLL is unstable with respect to the formation of screw dislocations*

The results of flux-flow measurements further support this point of view.

5.2.1. Experimental Features

Typical results of our experiments on amorphous NbGe and MoSi films

thicker than 5um are given in Figs.5.la and b. It should be noted that the

volume pinning force now is plotted on a logarithmic scale. In (a) the results

of "constant-voltage" (CV) critical-current measurements (see section 2.2.1)

are shown for sample 15 with d=8.2nm and in (b) the data of sample 8 with

d=18nra measured by the "current- sweep" (CS) method are displayed. The

following characteristic features are found:

- At temperatures close to Tc the F (b) data show the usual 2DCP dependence

for almost the total field range. For lower temperatures 2DCP is still

observed below a field of about 0.5Bc2'

The evaluation of W(0) in the 2D regime is straight forward [6]. The

inset of Fig.5.la shows the field dependence of W(0) for sample 15 at the

four lower temperatures. A large bias-voltage sputter condition is used and

therefore pinning by quasi-dislocation loops and by voids is observed. The

pin parameters Cdl and Cy obtained from the linear fits are used to compute

the solid lines that fit the low field F (b) data in (a) very well.

Sample 8 exhibits only dislocation-loop pinning illustrated by the

temperature independent 2D behaviour when the reduced pinning force is

plotted versus b (see section 3.2.1). This is represented by the solid line

in Fig.5.1b.

- A quite different phenomenon, that has never been observed before, is the

shape and magnitude of the peak effect occurring at the lower temperatures

above b«0.6. At this onset field which is now denoted b c o (in contrast to

b g T, for the onset of the peak effect in 2DCP), the pinning force rises

sharply. The size of the peak increases rapidly with decreasing temperature,

e.g. we obtain F (b )/F (O.4)«72 and 131 for sample 15 at t=0.42 and sample
P P P

8 at t»0.35, respectively. At the lowest temperatures the onset of the peak

corresponds to a large discontinuity in the pinning force. Increases of F

at t>co by a factor of 10 have been observed. The thicker the sample, the
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o 10 -

0=B/B;j
Fig.5.1. Semi-logarithmic plot of the

volume pinning force vs b. In (a)

of sample 15 is given and in
P

(b)

Fp/Fp(b=0.4) of sample 8 for different

temperatures. The solid lines

represent the 2DCP theory. The

vertical arrows indicate the jumps of

Fp observed for low temperatures at

the DCO. Hysteresis is observed at b c o

for the CV experiments in (a), but not

for the CS measurements in (b). The

inset in (a) displays the field

dependence of W(0), where same symbols

are used.
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higher the temperature at which the jump in Fp is found. For instance, the

discontinuity is seen up to t=0.7 for sample 8, whereas for sample 15 we had

to reduce the temperature below t=0.55 in order to observe it. Furthermore,

at the same reduced temperature the peak is much broader for the

thicker sample, i.e. DQQ decreases with increasing thickness at constant t.

Finally, the F (b) data measured with the CV method display a distinct

hysteresis at b c o for the temperatures at which F changes discontinuously.

The jump in F occurs at a higher field value for increasing field than for

decreasing field and this is denoted by the direction and position of the

arrows in Fig.5.la. In contrast, CS experiments do not cause hysteresis

effects at bCQ. In fact, the low and high F values at the jumps in Fig.5.1b

are obtained from one current-voltage measurement at each bgg as will be

described below in section 5.5-2.

A different way of presenting these results is provided by the

computation of the correlated volume Vc> Having evaluated the pin parameters

from the data below bg0, we can extend the determination of W(0) to the field

range of the peak effect using the appropriate expressions given in section

1.3. Inserting this W(0) into Eq.(l.l) yields the experimental values for the

10

1.0

of V /a3 vs b for sample 15 at t-0.42 (circles), t-0.5
c o

Fig.5.2. Plot of Vc/a
3

(triangles), t-0.6 (squares), and t-0.7 (inverted triangles).
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volume of the correlated regions which are given in a plot of V /a 3 vs b in

Fig.5.2 for sample 15. Because the data corresponding to the three highest

temperatures in Fig.5.la almost coincide, only the results at t=0.7 are

depicted (inverted triangles). The salient features are:

- In the 2D regime below b c o all curves coincide and Vc/aQ
3 decreases

continuously.

- Above b , V /a 3 is essentially field independent. But, in contrast to the
P co

behaviour observed for the amorphous limit in the thin samples (Fig.3.14)
the valug found for (V /a 3) increases strongly with temperature even at

c o am

very low temperatures. For t=0.42 it is about 125, whereas for t=0.7 about

530.

- Below t<0.7 the data above b=bQ0 start to deviate from the general behaviour

found for t>0.7. The deviation increases with decreasing temperature and

below t«0.55 the discontinuity observed in F corresponds to a sudden

collapse of the correlated region by one or two orders of magnitude.

All these phenomena will be discussed extensively in the following

sections.

5.2.2. Comparison with the 2DCP Theory

Knowing W(0) the 2DCF expressions can be used to compute several

parameters in thp field range of the peak. In this section we will discuss the

results obtained this way and show that severe discrepancies arise with the 2D

theory.

The computed 2D values of c,,/c,, at bn and R /a at brn and bn are
bo oo P c o «»u P

given in Table 5.1. In order to distinguish between 2DCP and 3DCP the

transverse correlation length evaluated from Eq.(1.19) is denoted by R

Additionally, in table 5.2, the 2DCP expectation for the slope of F at Bc2 is

listed together with the experimental values. The experimental data in both

tables are obtained from the CS measurements. It is found that c,,/c,,
DO bo

evaluated at b has reasonable values for temperatures close to Tc, but
becomes unrealistically small for the low temperatures. c,,/c,, is a measure

bo oo

for the softening of the FLL due to the presence of edge dislocations with

Burgers vectors in the plane normal to the field. Computer simulation [7]

showed that the reduction of Cgg due to plastic deformations in the FLL is not

larger than 60 percent. This is in agreement with the experimental results on

thin samples [8,21. Thus, the values of (c,,/c,,). =>0.05, which are evaluated
DO OO D

at the lowest temperature, are unphysical. P
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In the amorphous limit one expects Rc *2aQ (see section 3.3). Our

computed (R 2D/a ) at

temperatures close to T . However, with decreasing temperature unrealistically

small values of about 0.5 are approached.

b agrees reasonably with this criterion for

In the previous chapter the criterion (R
c
2D/a0)b " for the onset of

the 2D peak was obtained. The computed (Rc
2D/ao) at b c o shows the same
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14.61

0.78

0.82

0.63

0.70

0.86

2.30

2.10

0.58

0.74

1.07

1.37

1.79

2.74

78

62

49

26

23

18

-

30

25

23

22

20

17

-

29.

23.

18.

19.

18.

18.

a°>bco

.3

.7

.3

.9

.0

.4

.4

.0

5

1

2

3

5

8

9

5

5

8

<Rc

3

3

3

4

6

9

-

3

2

2

1

1

-

-

2

2.

2.

2.

3.

-

D/ac

.8

.2

.5

.2

.2

.4

.3

.4

0

2

2

2

4

7

9

1

3DCP

j ) b (Lc/5)b (
P P

91

99

160

250

480

818

-

63

31

179

325

425

-

-

76

104

166

224

297

-

Lc/d\o

0.43

0.44

0.47

0.45

0.48

0.65

-

0.54

0.50

0.48

0.76

0.90

1.24

-

0.59

0.52

0.54

0.71

0.78

1.05

Table 5.1 Typical parameters obtained in the CS-measured peak of our thick

samples.
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deviations as the parameters discussed above. Namely, close to Tc the

criterion is fulfilled, but with decreasing temperature the computed values

start to increase, and therefore, deviate from the 2D behaviour.

Inserting (R /a ) »2a into Eq.(1.2O) we compute the 2DCP expectation
c o am o

for dF /db above h in the amorphous limit. A comparison of these values with

the experiments, given for two samples in Table 5-2, yields again a reasonable

agreement at temperatures close to Tc> but far too small values for low

temperatures. Unfortunately, due to the increasing importance of

inhomogeneities (see section 3.3) the experimental results at the higher

temperatures are not very accurate, they only provide a lower bound for the

real value.

Finally, as already stated, the correlation length at the onset of the

peak and at b are in the case of 2DCP »15a and »2a , respectively. Itr p o o
therefore follows from Eqs.(l.l) and (1.4), and the field dependence of W(0)

sample t

8 0.35
0.4

0.48
0 .5

0 . 6

0.7

0.8

0.9

15 0.42

0 .5

0 . 6

0 .7

0 . 8

0 . 9

dl

exp.

18.0
12.2

9 .3

8.2

2 .1

0 .2

0.09
0.008

6 .2

3.7

1.8

0.71
0.17
0.042

Vd bib~,
2DCP

4 . 0

2.9

2.4

1.9

1.3

0.7

0 . 3

0.05

2 .0

1.5

0.91
0.45
0.17
0.057

in (107N/m3)

via Eq.(5.6)

15.2
10.1

8.1

6.0

3 .6

1.6

0.57
0.068

4.6

3 . 1

1.7

0.69
0.20
0.051

Table 5.2 Comparison of the experimental and theoretical slopes dF /db at
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that the ratio F
p(

b
p)/

F
p(

b
ST)<9. whereas we experimentally observe (see

Fig.5.1) values for F (b )/F (h,_) up to 85.
p p p CO

All the facts described in this section point out that the novel flux-

pinning phenomena in thick films cannot be interpreted in terms of the 2DCP

theory. The origin of the peak effect in these samples at low temperatures

must, therefore, possess a different nature than that in thin films. Close to

Tc, however, flux pinning in thick films still reveals the 2D behaviour.

5.3 Dimensionality

The absence of 2DCP in the low temperature peak of the thick samples,

obviously suggests that we verify the dimensionality of the disorder in the

FLL. In analogy to the experiments described in section 4.2.1 this can be done

lOOr"

b=B/B,C2

Fig.5.3. Normalized volume pinning force F /F (b-0.4) vs b obtained from CS

measurements on sample 9 at t=0.44 for d . =d»7.9um (open circles)

and d --=/Td=11.2iim (solid circles). The solid line represents the
eff

2DCP theory. The squares with error bars denote the data determined

from the flux-flow regime as given in Fig.5.8 and discussed in

section 5.5.2.
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by studying the thickness dependence of the pinning force.

5.3.1. Experimental Detection

The preparation of a series of films over a range of larger thicknesses,

keeping the other properties constant, is very difficult as a consequence of

the long sputter times (about lh/jim for convential sputtering). Such films

often produced ambiguous results because of the subtle effects to be measured.

We, therefore, applied the alternative method in which the thickness is varied

by mounting the sample at different angles o with respect to the external

field (see Fig.2.2). The applicability of this method has been discussed in

section 4.2.1.

Fig.5.3 shows the experimental data obtained for sample 9 at t=0.44

measured at a=90° (open circles) and a=45° (solid circles). The solid line

represents the 2DCP fit of the reduced pinning force. At low fields, b<0.6

the data points for both angles coincide with this theoretical fit. Peaks c

similar shape and size are observed for both angles. But, in contrast to the

2D behaviour given in Fig.4.3, b c o decreases with increasing effective

thickness. Secondly, at the peak the reduced pinning force for a=45* Is always

slightly larger than for a=90'.

5.3.2. Discussion

According to the expressions for the correlation lengths: Eqs.(1.19) and

(1.20) for 2DCP, and Eqs.(1.33) and (1.36) for 3DCP, a variation of the

thickness alone would yield the proportionalities

F = d"1 for b<bCT and b=b (5.1a)
p ST p

F <* d * for b»l (5.1b)

P

for 2DCP [9], and

F «• constant (5.1c)

for 3DCP at any field.

Fig.5.4 shows the ratio F /F ^ for sample 9 determined for different

temperatures at three typical field values: b=0.4 (triangles) well below b C Q )

b=bp (squares), and b=l (circles). The subscripts I and 4 denote the angles

a=90* and a=45*, respectively. The data points that turn out to reveal 2DCP

behaviour are indicated by the shaded symbols, in contrast to the open symbols

that reflect the 3DCP behaviour. The detailed observations are:
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- For b=0.4 values of «/T are found In accordance with Eq.(5.1a), thus

justifying the assumption made in the preceding sections that 2DCF behaviour

is present below b c o at all temperatures. By means of this assumption W(0)

could be determined and used for the computation of Vc in Fig.5.2 and the

parameters of Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

- In the peak two different temperature regimes have to be distinguished-

Above t»0.83 F varies with the thickness according to the 2DCP predictions,

Eqs.(5.1a) and (5.1b), i.e. at b F x/* ~
ra^2" and for b«l F /F ^=2 . Again,

this result is in agreement with the results of the preceding sections.

- Below t»0.83 F in the peak is independent of the thickness both tor b=b

and hal. The values of F ./? „ lie around 1 in agreement with the
pi p*

expectation for 3DCP, Eq.(5.1c).

We, therefore, conclude that the disorder of tue FLL in ie peak at low

temperatures is 3D and that the origin of the discontinuity at b^Q must be

related to a dimensional crossover from 2D to 3D behaviour. Tm. nature of the

crossover and the consequences for th.a correlation lengths In the peak regime

will be discussed in the next sersioas. The above experiments demonstrate

unambiguously that a crossover In i.he dimensionality of the FLL disorder

exists.

The reason that the DCO disappears close to T is a simple scaling effect

and is illustrated in F'^.5.5. Here the temperature dependences of the

crossover field b c o and the peak field b are displayed for the two mounting

angles a=90* and 45" by open and solid symbols, respectively. With increasing

temperature b C Q increases rapidly and merges with the b data at approximately

t=0.83 In agreement with the change, from 3D to 2D behaviour in Fig.5.3 at this

temperature. The origin ji the solid lines will be discussed later in section

5.4.1. As was shown in chapter 1, Eq.(1.34), the DCO is expected to occur at

the field where Lc/d«0.5. Because Lc Is roughly proportional to Rc which

itself is proportional to aQ> all length scales of the phenomenon essentially

depend on a "[bB 2(
t)l 5> I n order to fulfill the DCO criterion, b c o has to

Increase when t Is increased thereby compensating for the corresponding

decrease of B ^ .

5.4 Confrontation with the Theory

In section 1.5 we derived the theoretical expressions of the correlation

lengths for an elastically deformed FLL in films of arbitrary thicknesses. The

volume pinning force, computed for these correlation lengths and given in
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1.4

1.2

-i
a.
L

1.0-
o

a

"i r

o
o -I

0.4 0.6 0.8
t= Tllr

1.0

Fig.5.4. Plot of F /F
pi p

at b=0.4 (triangles). b»b (squares), and b»l
p

(circles) at different temperatures for sample 9. The data points

that reveal 2DCP are given by the shaded symbols in contrast to the

open symbols that represents 3D behaviour-

1.0

a
a

co

0.9

o
^0.8

A a

0.6
t= T/Tr

0.8

Fig.5.5. Plot of the experimental values

for b c o (circles) and bp (triangles) vs t

fox sample 9 with deff»d (open symbols) and

(solid symbols). The solid lines

. J
'.0

d ,,
eft

represent the theoretical fit of bp0 for

both sample orientations obtained from

Eqs.(5.4) and (1.19) and the condition

Lc-0.5d.
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Fig.1.5, seems to resemble the measured 3D peak in Fig.5.1, but there are a

few essential discrepancies.

In the first place, we had to use a very large W(0) in the computations

of F in order to simulate a DCO at b=0.9. The value of Cdl=10~
1*N2/m3, that

has been used, is several orders of magnitude larger than the values

encountered in our experiments. In fact, this value of Cj^ is so large that

R /a comes out appreciably smaller than 15, which contradicts the

assumption of solely elastic deformations- In the second place, the computed

F changes continuously through the DCO in sharp contrast to the jump and the

hysteresis effects we observed at low temperatures. Finally, inserting

experimental values for the parameters in the crossover criterion, Eq.(1.35),

yields for a sample of 10|im thickness a value for the crossover field

b(,Q=0.998. Therefore, even for thick films a DCO is not expected from a

theoretical point of view-

Hence the resemblance is misleading and apparently there are

discrepancies between the theory and experiment which we shall discuss in more

detail in the following sections.

5.4.1. The ratio hr/Kr

In order to analyse the data in our thick films via the 2D and 3DCP

concepts we only need the ratio of both correlation lengths. Although the

purely elastic theory does not apply in the 3D regime, several suggestions

based on general arguments may be studied. It is rather plausible, for

instance, that the ratio Lc/Rc is a simple function of the ratio of the

relevant elastic moduli c^/cgg- This hold': for an elastically deformed FLL

[1] as well as for a FLL with screw and edge dislocations, since the ratio of

the line energies of these dislocations is roughly (r-^Jc^) [ 10,11].

At this point it is important to decide whether the tilt modulus C44 is

given by the local or nonlocal elasticity theory. We showed in section 1.5 that

the distinction between local and nonlocal elasticity is contained in a

criterion for n., Eq.( 1.28a). If n.<l is fulfilled, the local terms do not

contribute to the displacement correlation function. This criterion can be

rewritten as

az » d(l-b)
3/2/(12iticX/B)<l . (5.2)
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Taking <=60 and X=0.8(im, which are typical values for our amorphous thin films

(see Table 2.2), we obtain that for d<20(im and b>0.1 n <0.03«l. Thus, the

criterion is fulfilled and the nonlocal C44 should be used, as already

suggested in section 1.5.

The relation between the correlation lengths for the nonlocal case is

given by [12-14] (see Eq.(1.41))

This result is a correction of the original suggestion of LO [1] (Eq.(1.4O))

Lc =

with large values of < (Eq.(1.29))

^ ) ] ^ . (5.5)

Relation (5.4) is also obtained from model calculations [15] , section 1.6,

which take plastic deformations into account.

Experimentally we showed that for the low temperatures 3DCP was also

present in the amorphous limit close to Bc2. For this field regime, b>b , LO

suggested [1,16]

Lc = [lt C 4 4 V V f/W(0)1 " ( 5 # 6 )

5.4.2. The Correlation Lengths

In this section we utilize the expressions for the correlation lengths

given in the previous section. We first discuss a typical set of curves

obtained from these formulae. Then we show that the same characteristic

features are obtained for other temperatures and samples.

In Fig.5.6 the correlation lengths evaluated via the different

suggestions, Eqs.(5.3), (5.4), and (5.6), are given for a typical example

of a 3D peak, viz. sample 15 at t=0.42. In (a) the different results for Lc/d

are plotted on a logarithmic scale vs b, in (b) the corresponding curves of

Rc/ao are given.

The procedure to obtain the curves and points in Fig.5.6 starts with the

determination of the pin parameters C ^ and Cv from tiie measurements below bgQ
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from which W(0) follows over the entire field range. Inserting W(0) into

Eq.(1.19) yields the 2D correlation length R according to the LO theory,

i.e. no plastic deformation of the FLL. The solid curve in Fig.5.6b depicts
2D 2D /

the variation of R /a . At b it takes a value of (R /vbfn 1 8^''! which
is clearly above the criterion for the onset of the 2D peak, (R2D/aQ)b =15.

2D
From R the longitudinal correlation length Lc can be computed in different

ways. The dashed-dotted line in Fig.5.6a shows the values for Lc/d obtained

via Eq.(5.3) and the dashed line gives the results obtained from Eq.(5.4)

[17].

The form of the dashed-dotted line directly demonstrates that relation

(5.3) cannot explain the observed DCO, because the values of Lc/d lie far

above the crossover criterion Lc/d=0.5 for b=bCQ. It is seen that Lc/d=0.5 is

reached above b=0.98. Even taking into account that FLD's in the plane

perpendicular to B might cause a reduction of R and, therefore, of Lc,

cannot account for this discrepancy. Oppositely, the dashed line obtained from

Eq.(5.4) fits the experiment nicely. It yields L /d=>0.5 at bCQ.

In the 3D regime for bCQ<b<b it is not obvious how to analyse the

experimental data. We proceeded by determining Vc from V =W(0)/F2 and by

either using Eq.(5.3) or Eq.(5.4) we computed tc and Rc« The transverse

correlation lengths determined in this way are denoted by R . The open
3D c

symbols in Fig-5.6 depict the values for R /a and Lc/d computed from Vc via

Eq.(5.3). The solid symbols are obtained from Vc via Eq-(5.4). Again it is

observed that the results evaluated via Eq.(5.3) do not describe the

experiment very well. At bp R /a =1.2, clearly smaller than the value 2

expected at b . At b^Q L /d»7 is too large, it reaches 0.5 at b=0.86.

Oppositely, the data derived from Vc via Eq.(5.4) fits the experiment much

better. We find (R3D/a ) t =2.1 and (L /d). °0.58, both in accordance with
c ° D

 C CO.
the expectations for the amorphous limit and the DCO.

For fields above b where the amorphous limit is encountered, we

computed the longitudinal correlation length directly from Eq.(5.6). Inserting

for BC2, X, Cj^, and Cv the experimental data of sample 15 at t»0.42 we get

the values of Lc/d denoted by the plusses in Fig.5.6a. We find L =0.14d*165£

for b>b =0.9. From the experimental values of Vc the corresponding data points

for (R c/a 0) a m, given by the plusses in Fig.5.6b are obtained. They are also

roughly constant, but their value (Rc/ao)am»l .5 is a little smaller than

expected.
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10' -

0.B 1C

b=B/BCJ

0.6

Fig.5.6. Semi-logarithmical plots of Lc/d in (a) and Rc/a0 in (b) vs b for

sample 15 at t«0.42. The lines represent the theoretical curves for

Lc/d computed via Eq.(5.3) (dashed-dotted line in (a)) and via

Eq.(5.4) (dashed line in (a)) from the 2DCP value for R2D/a (solid
c o

line in (b)). The data points are directly evaluated from F using
andM(0) and Eq.(5.3)

Eq.(5.6) (plusses).

(open symbols), Eq.(5.4) (solid symbols) or
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Up to now we only discussed the results obtained for one sample at one

temperature. The different evaluations of the correlation lengths are also

performed for other temperatures and samples yielding the same features.

Namely, the application of Eq.(5.3) gave in all cases too small values for

(R /a ) at b , and Lc/d was too large at bco- However, the determination of

R and Lc from Vc using Eq.(5.4) gives results in accordance with the

expectations. The characteristic properties are given in Table 5.1 (p.94)

under the heading 3DCP. For the relavant temperatures not too close to T we

find again that (R /a ) at b lies between 2 and 4, and L /d~0.5 at b C Q. For

temperatures close to Tc (L /d). increases, indicating that no DCO takes

place any more. Furthermore, the good agreement of the Lc/d values computed

via Eq.(5.4) with the criterion for the DCO is also illustrated in Fig.5.5.

The solid lines, which indicate the field values where Lc/d=0.5, agree nicely

with the experimental values for b^g.

Inserting (Rc/
a
0)am

=2 and Lc, obtained from Eq-(5.6), into the derivative

of Eq.(l.l) yields the expected 3D slope dF /db at B^- The resulting values

are compared with the experimental data in Table 5.2. The 3D solution agrees

well with the experiment for the low temperatures. The fact that it is still

slightly smaller than the experimental values, indicates again (see values for

(R D/a ) in Fig.5.6b) that L obtained from Eq.(5.6) is a little too large,
c o ctni **

In conclusion, by applying the different suggested expressions for the

ratio of the correlation lengths to our experimental results we have found

that only Eq.(5.4) yields good agreement at b^g and b . It is not clear why

this expression for Lc/Rc works so well, because it has been shown [12-14]

(see also section 1.5) that the suggestion of LO is not valid for films of

finite thickness in the case of nonlocal elasticity. As will be shown in the

next section, there are very strong indications that the FLL in the 3D peak is

plastically deformed. Therefore, it might be that Eq.(5.4) is valid for this

situation. However, if we compute Lc and Rc from the FLD model of Mullock and

Evetts [15], which makes use of the relation (5.4), we obtain unrealistic

values. Namely, from Eq.(1.44) Lc turns out to be very large, e.g.

L (b )»0.2mm for sample 15 at t=0.42. In the amorphous limit Eq.(5.6) yields

reasonable results, which was also suggested in Ref.16 and 5. The numerical

results of dF /dbL show the right temperature dependence, but a

quantitative comparison suggests that the evaluated Lc data are slightly too

large by a factor =1.5.
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5.5.1 Flux-Line-Lattice Structure in the Peak

At the DCO F increases sharply indicating a collapse of the correlated

volume (Fig.5.2). Depending on d and T the maximum decrease of Vc amounts to

two orders of magnitude. Fig.5.7 shows the set of Lc/d and Rc/a0 data obtained

with Eq.(5.4). They correspond to the CV measurements of Fp in Fig.5.la and

the Vc results in Fig.5.2. In the 2D regime Lc only has a formal meaning. In

the 3D regime the correlation lengths decrease rapidly and become constant

above b at values of R /a »2.2, L «0.07d«76?, and V /a^»128 for t*0.42.
p c o c co

The huge drop of R c and L c means that at b c o an elastically deformed FLL

(that is stable in 2D) is unstable in 3D. This is the first indication that in

the 3D state flux-line defects (FLD) are mainly responsible for the disorder

of the FLL. From a comparison with the peak effect in the 2D case, caused by

edge FLD's, It necessarily follows that the much larger F p in the 3D case must

come from topological defects that destroy the order along the fielc

direction, e.g., screw FLD's [18]. Screw FLD's have no Peierls potential [11

which means that they can freely move along the flux lines once they are

created at the surface where the elastic moduli probably are smaller. So they

06

Fig.5.7. Plot of Lc/d in (a) and (Rc/ao) in (b) vs b for saaple 15 at t«0.42

(circles), t»0-5 (triangles), t-0.6 (squares), t-0.7 (inverted

triangles), and t-0.8 (diamonds). The correlation lengths are

computed from F by using Eq.(5.4) together with the extrapolation

of W(0) from the 2D regime

discontinuity at the DCO.

below b,'CO* Arrows indicate the
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can only exist in equilibrium with pinning centres. The tilt distortions also

contribute to the disorder in t'ie x-y plane which c .uses an additional

decrease of Rc at b^Q.

For the lowest temperatures the CV method reveals a distinct history

dependence at bCQ. Sweeping from lower fields the 2D state is retained to

larger fields than for measurements in decreasing field. The data obtained by

the CS method do not show a history dependence for reasons that will become

clear in the next section. They coincide with the values of the CV method

found for decreasing field. The history dependence indicates that the DCO is a

first-order-phase transition. Increasing the field from below b c o the 2D

elastically-deformed FLL becomes "undercooled", and the DCO occurs at

a field larger than b^g.

Table 5.3 lists the values of R /a an<* L./d that have been determined

deff

8.2iim

11 • 6|im

t

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.42

.5

.6

.7

.8

. 9

.42

.5

.6

.7

.81

. 9

18

14

35

30

18

18

) /a o

.6

.5

.2

.6

.3

.1

17.

20 .

18 .

18.

17 .

18.

9

1

4

8

1

2

29

22

40

36

26

20

.8

.5

• 8

.6

.1

.3

L
c

0

0

0

0

0

0

( + )/d

.39

.36

.44

.43

.34

.41

0.54

0.68

0.80

1.10

0.59

0.69

+ )/

0.

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

d

uO

52

48

49

47

51

Table 5.3 Correlation lengths R and Lc obtained at the onset of the peak of

sample 15 for increasing (+) and decreasing (+) fields.
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at the transition to the 3D state in increasing field (left columns) and at

the transition back to the 2D state in decreasing field (right columns). At

temperatures where no hysteresis is observed only one value is given. The data

are collected for sample 15 at the two mounting angles oc=90* and 45*. As can

be seen in the table the transition from 2D to 3D disorder does not occur yet

at Lc/d=0.5, but is achieved at a lower value when R /a <»18. This value for

R /a suggests that edge dislocations serve as nucleation centres for the 3D
c ° 2D

state. In two cases the jump takes place at R /a *>30, so that another

nucleation source is active here. However, this is not in contradiction with

the properties of a first-order-phase transition.

For decreasing field we find the transition at L /d»0.5 and R /a >20.
c e o

Since the data below b^Q, taken in increasing and decreasing field, coincide

within the experimental accuracy, we conclude that the edge dislocations as

well as the screw dislocations disappear at the transition to the 2D state

Sometimes, slightly larger pinning forces are observed in decreasing fiei •

just below b^Q indicating that possibly not all edge dislocations have been

annihilated.

As the jump indicates a phase transition, the free energy of a highly

defective, buckled FLL has to be smaller than that of a straight lattice with

only edge dislocations. This means that the stored elastic energy of the tilt

deformations is redistributed over the line energy of screw dislocations.

Since long screw-dislocation lines contain much energy, it is more likely that

small screw-dislocation loops are formed that can be visualized as a twist

deformation of a bundle of flux lines.

Such defects will very effectively contribute to the disorder and might

well explain the small correlated volumes related with the large values of F

at b_. In Table 5.1 (p.94) the values L /? at b give an impression for the

smallest size of the correlated regions reached in our experiments. The

transverse dimension of the "cigar" shaped regions is about 2ao and the length

can be as small as 18a0 (at b a =>3.5g). That such small correlated volumes

even occur in small pinning materials like our amorphous films, indicates that

the FLL in strong pinning materials also must be very disordered in a way that

has not been expected up to now.
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5.5.2. V-I Characteristics

Another indication of the presence of FLD's is obtained from the V-I

curves of which typical examples are displayed in Fig.5.8- The curves measured

at b<t>cg show the usual behaviour, i.e. no voltage up to Ic, followed by a

gradual transition to the nearly linear flux-flow state. Above b('CO the

transition to the flux-flow state is preceded by a history-dependent, sharp

increase of the voltage at Ic. The hysteresis and size of the jump are largest

for fields close to ^>QQ- The flux-flow resistances determined from the

straight parts of the curves show the usual field dependence [19,20] and no

discontinuity at b^0. Linear extrapolations from the flux-flow regime to zero

voltage along the dashed lines gives I c values denoted by the squares in

Fig.5.3. These points lie very close to the values expected if there still

were 2DCP above b,'CO* Because I c values determined from the linear

extrapolations are always larger than those obtained from the lp.V-criterion

(as can be seen from the curves measured below b^g) the points actually are

expected to lie above the 2DCP curve- In the case of the first current sweep

at b^Q, coming from a lower field, a hump of «0.3mV is observed at the current

value expected for the I of the 2D situation, followed by noise of a few

Fig.5.8. Typical V-I curves labeled by the reduced field b for sample 9 at

t=0.44. The dashed lines give the extrapolations from the linear

flux-flow regime.

Fig.5.3.

They determine the 2D value of Ic given in
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microvolts. The extrapolation from the flux-flow regime coincides nicely with

the first voltage rise. No such behaviour is seen when the current is

decreased again or ramped up for a second time after the first current cycle.

Several nonlinearities of the flux-flow behaviour are known. Based upon

experimental reasons we can exclude the possibility of Joule heating, current

induced pair breaking, synchronisation [21], matching [22], history effects

[2], and also instabilities caused by the finite energy relaxation time of the

electrons [23-26]. Hence we are led to an explanation for the behaviour

sketched above within the context of the DCO. Above bjyj the pinned FLL is

distorted in all three dimensions. When the buckled vortices begin to move at

Ic, the effect of the pinning centres diminishes and the screw dislocations

are swept out of the moving FLL that, consequently, then will obey the 2DCP

rules. The reentry from 3D to 2D deformations (buckled to stretched FL's) sets

in immediately at Ic- This demonstrates the zero Peierls potential [11] an>
:

the intrinsic instability of screw dislocations, which are only stable r

equilibrium with .the pins. The hysteresis can be ascribed to the effect that

in the 2D state above Ic part of the edge dislocations are removed from the

FLL so that the critical current will be smaller when the current is decreased

[2]. Again, this may be interpreted as a "supercooling" effect. At b^0 the

first formation of 3D areas from the 2D FLL is triggered by vortex motion up

to a velocity of about 2cm/s corresponding to the 0.3mV hump. In fact, this

feature is again an indication that the DCO is a first-order-phase transition

triggered in this case by the motion of the FLL. Apparently, the situation is

very unstable resulting in nonuniform flux-line motion and the observed

microvolt noise. Once the 3D configuration is established, it is stable below

Ic, so that no hump or noise is observed when the current is decreased or

cycled up again.

The data points plotted in the F (b) graphs obtained with the CS method

(Figs.5.1b and 5.3) represent the largest I c values determined from the V-I

curves measured in increasing current. At bg0 the 2DCP value as well as the

3DCP value of Ic and Fp follow from the same V-I curve. The 3D state occurs

because the current is increased far above the value belonging to the

luV-criterion. When CV measurements are carried out, the current is kept at a

small value in order to fulfill the voltage criterion. Here the FLL is moving

with such a modest velocity that nucleation of the 3D state is avoided. This

is the explanation for the occurrence of the supercooling effect in the CV

experiments, which is not observed with the CS method.
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5.6 Conclusions

We experimentally studied the dimensionality of the CP in thick films.

2DCP according to the LO theory was observed:

- at high enough temperatures over the whole field range,

- for b<b(.Q, and

- above b^0 for I>IC.

The presence of 3DCP in the remaining case b>b^Q and K I C could be

demonstrated by means of thickness variation and evaluation of the 2D and 3D

flux-pinning parameters.

A DCO, experimentally characterized by a huge jump (up to a factor =10)

followed by a further enhancement (up to a factor =100) of F_, takes place at

a field defined by L »d/2 via Eq.(5.4) from R . The crossover is a first-

order-phase transition from an elastically deformed FIX consisting of

straight, parallel FL's to a state of strong disorder both perpendicular and

parallel to the field direction. It is triggered by the creation of screw

dislocations, twists or kinks at nucleation centres, most likely edge FLD's or

the surface, where the elastic moduli are smaller than in the bulk. It is

favoured by the absence of a Peierls potential, which means that screw

dislocations can freely move along the FL's into the film. The 3D distorted

FLL appears to be unstable when it is set into motion* The FL's stretch

themselves and the FLL becomes eventually 2D-distorted. This again

demonstrating the zero Peierls potential of the FLD's.

A still open question is the interpretation of the 3D correlation lengths

above b C Q. The presence of 3D plastic disorder explains the drastic deviations

from the predictions of the 3DCP theory [1,12-14] solely based on elastic

deformations. Results of calculations obtained from a simplified FLD model

[15] do not fit the experiments either. These also yield unrealistically large

correlation lengths. From this point of view it is unlikely that pure 3DCP can

be observed experimentally. The presence of 3D plasticity prior to a possible

pure elastic 3D state seems to be energetically favoured and, therefore,

prohibits the application of the 3DCP theory in order to evaluate the

correlation lengths. Our experimental results strongly support a ratio of the

correlation lengths according to Eq-(5.4), L /R "(^^/cgg) •

The very small volume of the correlated regions at b shows that even in

weak pinning materials the FLL is very disordered. This holds even more for

strong pinning materials. The results of our work provide the missing link

between the basic understanding of flux pinning from their first principles

and the high critical currents encountered in technical superconductors.
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SUMMARY
This thesis describes a study of superconducting flux pinning in amor-

phous NbGe and MoSi films of various compositions and thicknesses. The samples

are deposited via rf-sputter techniques. Amorphous NbGe and MoSi alloys belong

to the weak-coupling type-II superconductors in the extreme dirty limit. This

feature enables us to determine several important superconducting parameters

from well-known theoretical expressions. It is also responsible for the weak

pinning, which is necessary to observe the two-dimensional collective pinning

properties according to the Larkin-Ovchinnikov theory.

Chapter 1 gives a survey of the theoretical framework. We begin by con-

sidering the force exerted by one pinning centre on the flux-line lattice for

three kinds of defects: dislocation loops, voids, and precipitates. Then the

summation of the elementary pinning forces is described in terms of the theory

of collective flux pinning. First, for the simple case of two dimensional (2D)

disorder in the flux-line lattice structure is treated, i.e. positional dis-

order in the plane perpendicular to the field. Then the transition to 3D dis-

order which occurs for increasing thicknesses, is elaborated. Finally, model

calculations for a plastically deformed flux-line lattice are presented.

Chapter 2 provides a brief description of the measuring devices and tech-

niques. Furthermore, the preparation of the thin films by rf sputtering is

discussed and the characteristic properties of our samples are given.

The experimental results of critical-current measurements, obtained at

fields below the onset of the peak and close to B ~, are discussed in chap-

ter 3. It is shown that in our films the three different kinds of pin mecha-

nisms can contribute to the pinning force, i.e. defects acting like disloca-

tion loops, voids, or precipitates. For all mechanisms a good agreement

between the experimental results and the 2D collective planing theory is

observed, viz. temperature and field dependence confirm the theoretically pre-

dicted behaviour and the pinning parameters obtained below the peak coincide

with the values found just below BC2 where the flux-line lattice is highly

disordered. The mutual relation between the preparational conditions, the

nature of the defects and the pinning force is described. Estimates of the

sizes and densities of the defects are computed from the data and yield rea-

sonable values.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the peak effect observed in our thin films.

First, several possible explanations are discussed and compared with the
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experimental results. Then it is experimentally demonstrated that 2D collec-

tive flux pinning persists in the peak. Finally, new experiments are described

which prove that the enhancement of the pinning force is caused by a structur-

al transition of the flux-line lattice. At fields below the onset of the peak

the lattice is mainly elastically deformed in accordance with the assumption

made by Larkin and Ovchinnikov. Above the onset flux-line defects, e.g. edge

dislocations, stacking faults, etc, contribute strongly to the disorder in

the flux-line lattice. This causes a decrease of the short-range-order corre-

lation length, and thus, an enhancement of the pinning force. Our experiments

further demonstrate that the topological defects can be frozen-in by tempera-

ture or field sweeps which cause history dependent pinning forces. For the

onset of the peak a criterion is derived which nicely describes the experimen-

tal observations. It shows that the structural transition originates from

elastic instabilities In the flux-line lattice mediated by the pinning cen-

tres. Finally, a derivation of the correlation length Rc based on a modified

model is given, which accounts equally well for plastic and elastic deforma-

tions in the flux-line lattice. The results of this model are in agreement

with the experimental data obtained above the onset of the peak.

In chapter 5 experiments on thick films are presented that for the first

time reveal a dimensional crossover from 2D to 3D collective pinning. The

crossover is triggered by a collapse of the correlated regions, mainly due to

plastic deformations along the flux lines, i.e. screw dislocations, kinks,

etc. At the crossover field a sudden increase of the pinning force, up to a

factor 10, is observed followed by a further increase which can be as large as

100 times the pinning force computed for 2D collective pinning. Different

expressions for the 3D correlation lengths Rc and Lc are introduced and lead

to a phenomenological relationship between them which not only fits the exper-

imental data well but also predicts a dimensional crossover when Lc is half

the film thickness. Finally, we give V-I curves that demonstrate the instabil-

ity of the 3D state. Above the critical current the plastic deformations along

the flux lines are easily removed and a 2D flux-flow state is entered. This

behaviour is ascribed to the zero Peierls potential of screw flux-line dis-

locations. The hysteretic behaviour and the collapse of the correlation

lengths at the crossover field are reminiscent of a first-order-phase transi-

tion of the flux-line lattice structure from a 2D elastically distorted lat-

tice to a highly 3D disordered "spaghetti" state.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een studie van fluxverankering in dunne lagen

van amorf NbGe en MoSi van verschillende concentraties en diktes. De prepara-

ten zijn vervaardigd via rf-sputtertechnieken. Amorf NbGe- en MoSi-legeringen

zijn zwak-gekoppelde type II-supergeleiders in de extreme onzuivere limiet.

Dit -maakt het niet alleen mogelijk om de belangrijke supergeleidende parame-

ters te bepalen, het zorgt ook voor extreem kleine pinkrachten. Het laatste is

vereist om het twee-dimensionale collectieve verankeringsgedrag in relatie tot

de Larkin-Ochinnikov theorie te kunnen bestuderen.

Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een theoretisch overzicht. In de eerste plaats wordt de

kracht beschreven die één pincentrum op het fluxdradenrooster uitoefent. Hier-

bij worden drie soorten defecten bekeken: dislocatieringen, holten of precipi-

taten. Daarna wordt de sommatie van de elementaire verankeringskrachten in

termen van de collectieve verankeringstheorie beschreven. Dit gebeurt in drie

delen. Ten eerste voor het geval van tweedimensionale (2D) wanorde In het

fluxdradenrooster, d.w.z. positionele wanorde alleen loodrecht op het aange-

legde veld. Daarna wordt de overgang naar driedimensionale (3D) wanorde, die

in dikke preparaten optreedt, afgeleid. Tenslotte worden modelberekeningen

voor een plastisch gedeformeerd fluxdradenrooster behandeld.

Hoofdstuk 2 heeft een korte beschrijving van de meetopstellingen en meet-

technieken. Verder wordt de preparatie van de dunne films via rf-sputtertech-

nieken bediscussieerd en de karakteristieke eigenschappen van onze preparaten

gegeven.

De resultaten, die bij magnetische velden beneden de piek en dicht bij
Bc2 S e m e t e n ziJn» worden in hoofdstuk 3 besproken. Zij tonen aan, dat in onze

preparaten drie verschillende soorten pincentra tot de volume pinkracht kunnen

bijdragen, met name: defecten die werken als dislocatieringen, holten of

precipitaten. Voor alle gevallen wordt een goede overeenstemming tussen de

experimentele resultaten en de 2D collectieve verankeringstheorie gevonden,

d.w.z. temperatuur- en veldafhankelijkheid vertonen het theoretisch voorspelde

gedrag en de pinparameters afgeleid uit de metingen beneden en boven de piek

zijn consistent. De onderlinge relatie tussen de preparatieve condities, de

aard van de defecten en de pinkracht wordt bediscussieerd. Schattingen van de

afmetingen en aantallen van de verschillende defecten die uit de meetgegevens

berekend zijn, geven redelijke waarden.
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Hoofdstuk 4 is gewijd aan het piekeffect, dat in dunne laagjes gevonden

wordt. In de eerste plaats worden verschillende mogelijke verklaringen bedis-

cussieerd en met de experimentele gegevens vergeleken. Daarna wordt experimen-

teel aangetoond, dat 2D collectieve fluxverankering in de piek voortbestaat.

Tenslotte worden nieuwe experimenten beschreven, die bewijzen, dat de verho-

ging van de pinkracht door een structurele overgang in het fluxdradenrooster

veroorzaakt wordt. Bij velden beneden de piek is het rooster hoofdzakelijk

elastisch gedeformeerd in overeenstemming met de aanname van Larkin en

Ovchinnikov. In de piek dragen plastische roosterdefecten, b.v. randdisloca-

ties, stapelfouten, etc, sterk bij tot de wanorde in het fluxdradenrooster-

Dit veroorzaakt een afname van de korte-afstandsorde correlatielengte en dus,

een verhoging van de pinkracht. Verder toonden onze experimenten aan, dat

topologische defecten ingevroren kunnen worden door middel van temperatuur- of

veldveranderingen, hetgeen een voorgeschiedenisafhankelijkheld van de pin-

kracht veroorzaakt. Voor het begin van de piek wordt een criterium afgeleid

dat goed met de experimentele waarnemingen overeenstemt. Er wordt aangetoond,

dat de overgang ontstaat ten gevolge van elastische instabiliteiten in het

fluxdradenrooster veroorzaakt door de pincentra. Tenslotte worden berekeningen

van de correlatielengte Rc gegeven, die gebaseerd zijn op een gemodificeerd

model dat rekening houdt met zowel plastische alsook elastische deformaties in

het rooster. De uitkomsten van dit model vallen samen met de waarnemingen die

in het begin van het piekgebied gemeten zijn.

In hoofdstuk 5 worden experimenten beschreven, die voor het eerst een

dimensionale overgang van 2D naar 3D collectieve fluxverandering vertonen. De

overgang wordt gekarakteriseerd door een ineenstorten van het volume van de

gecorreleerde gebieden, hoofdzakelijk veroorzaakt door plastische deformaties

langs de fluxdraden, m.n. schroefdislocaties, knikken, etc De overgang gaat

gepaard met een sprongsgewijze verhoging van de pinkracht bij het overgangs-

veld met een faktor 10, gevolgd door een verdere verhoging die een waarde kan

bereiken van 100 keer de pinkracht berekend voor 2D collectieve fluxveran-

kering. Verschillende uitdrukkingen voor de 3D correlatielengten Rc en Lc wor-

den bediscussieerd en een fenomenologische relatie tussen hen wordt gevonden,

die zowel de experimentele gegevens goed beschrijft alsook de dimensionale

overgang voorspelt wanneer L gelijk is aan de halve dikte van het preparaat.

Tenslotte worden V-I curven gegeven die de instabiliteit van de 30 toestand

aantonen. Voor stromen hoger dan de kritische stroom verdwijnen de plastische

defecten langs de fluxdraden en de 2D toestand wordt hersteld. Dit gedrag
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wordt toegeschreven aan het feit dat schroefdislocaties geen Peierls poten-

tiaal hebben. De hysterese en de ineenstorting van de correlatielengten bij de

overgang duiden op een eerste-orde faseovergang van het fluxdradenrooster van

een elastisch gedeformeerd rechtlijnig rooster naar een sterk 3D gedeformeerde

"spaghetti" toestand.
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Table 2.2 Properties of the amorphous Nb Ge and MoJSi samples

sample

No.

1
22

3
4
5
63

73

8
9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

composition,x

NbxGe,

M

It

•»

M

**

••

»

It

»

1*

II

"

M°x S 1'

(3
(3
(3
3
(3
(2
(2

5
3
(3

2
(2.
(2.

4.
(2.
(3.
(3.
(1-
(3.

~4
~4

.8)
•5)
•5)
.7
•1)

•5)
•9)

.0

.9
•8)

7
6)
6)

7
9)
4)
6)
9)
5)

Bias

(V)

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

60
90
80

0
0
0

200
190
160
200
160
200

60
45

d

2
1
0
0
0
0
0

17
7
1

15
1
0.

11.
8.
5.
5.
1.
0.

0.
4.

m)

.92

.24

.62

.46

.17

.093

.06

.95

.9

.63

.3
25
63

0
2
4
4
4
59

4
7

Tc
(K)

4
3
3
4
3
3
3

4
3
4

3
3
3.

4.
3.
3.
3.
2.
3.

7.
7.

.15

.81

.86

.00

.49

.00

.32

.30

.42

.10

.19
18
18

22
39
70
96
93
78

16
28

AT
c

(mK)

170
71
10
12
12
17
40

28
50
45

5
4
4

35
60
45
70
50
45

60
80

P

(

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2

2
2
1

1
2.
1.
2.
2.
1.

1.
1.

0

]xQm)

.65

.65

.64

.66
• 63
.79
.62

.62

.90

.14

.10

.12

.94

63
01
98
00
15
88

70
57

-dB c 2/dT T=T
(T/K) c

1
1
2
1
1
1
1

9

1
1

1
1
1

2
1
2.
2.
1.
1.

2.
2.

.83

.67

.04

.97

.39

.61

.33

.01

.96

.71

.63

.62

.70

01
92
02
08
91
78

03
18

cdl refers to pinning by quasidislocation loops, C12 refers to pinning by
voids.
see Ref.8
see Ref.9.
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ocation loops, Cj^ refers to pinning by precipitates, and Cv represents pinning by
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